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Sports
See Saturday~
Homecoming
football game
highlights.

Bl

The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924

Former
Baltimore
Mayor Named
Dean of Law
School
By Ayana Partee
Contributing Writer

Howard
University
President H. Patrick Swygert
announced a new dean for the
School of Law, Kurt Schmoke,
on Wednesday.
"It is with a great sense of
anticipation and enthusiasm
that I welcome Kurt Schmoke
to the Howard University family," Swygert said. "We are
extremely fortunate to have
someone with the depth of his
intellect and the breadth of his
talents and experiences."
Schmoke said he was honored to join the faculty and to
help nurture a new generation
of leaders.
"The Howard University
School of Law enjoys a great
tradition of producing lawyers
committed to using the law creatively to seek social justice,"
Schmoke said. "This is a legacy
to celebrate and build on as we
make certain that our graduates are fully prepared to
respond to the legal issues that
will confront them both nationally and internationally."
Schmoke
earned
his
undergraduate degree in history from Yale University and
pursued graduate studies as a
Rhodes Scholar at Oxford. He

See LAW page A7
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D. C. Prepares to
Rock the Vote
By Porsha D. Summerville
Contnbuting Writer
Time is cutting close for the
2002 elections and voter registration deadlines are coming near in
Washington, D.C. Preparation is
highly prominent within the circle
of candidates as well as the voters.
But, in order to vote, citizens must
be registered. Those registered are
Photo by Harvey Jenkins
often a result to the efforts made
Rapper LL Cool J walks through the crowd at the Yard Fest on Friday.
through D.C. official's efforts to
increase voter registration.
The Board of Elections, Public
Information Officer, Bill Ofield
clearly stated that the efforts to
increase the African American vote
in the D.C. area were not any different from increasing the vote of the
general public.
"D.C. is seventy-five percent
costumes, but failed to flow African
News Analysis, Compiled year left much to be desired.
American,"
Ofield
L.L Cool J consistently, a sure sign of explained, "so we are targeting the
by the Editorial Board
used the Yard lack of coordination.
community when we distribute our
The Libation Ceremony information."
Fest solely as a
Homecoming 2002 has
commercial has us still confused. Students
come and gone, some wait
The key element in increasing
for
his bumbled around without the numbers for voter's registration
for next year, while others
appear- direction and were eventually lies in voter education, according to
reminisce about last year.
ance at the moved from the Yard to a 0:6.eld The mail system was a tool
There were a lot of things
Dream nightclub, makeshift sight in the lobby of that worked best in voter education.
that were out of sync with last
which resulted in boos. Blackburn. The poorly attendweek's activities, some out0:6.eld explained three different
shone others, the overwhelm- But the overall dissatisfaction ed traditional ceremony left pieces of literature were distributed
ing
response
from with the barely average students puzzled.
to the public in efforts to increase
There was indistinguish- numbers for registration. Election
Homecoming 2002 is that Homecoming this year stems
once again the bad out- from poor planning and pub- able chanting and some type guides were sent out to inform the
of ceremonial pouring of oil public of offices being held, notices
weighed the good. This took a licity.
The Mr.
and Miss and water on a potted plant. were distributed to inform voters of
toll on the steering commitHoward pageant managed to The one thing that was beau- polling place changes, and all registee's average.
The Yard Fest, which is entertain through the incor- tifully clear, however, was the tered voters received registration
known for the celebrities and poration of the "Harl~m ensuing fireworks show that cards.
attracting a large crowd, this Nights" theme and the ri1ce
Reaching into the communiSee GRADE page A7
ties was just as important as the lit-

erature; Ofield established the
importance by performing demonstrations of the voter machines in
different locations across the city.
Though 0:6.eld could not give
us a definite number of what officials expect to see at the polls, he did
dig into the last general mayoral
election for historical reference. He
stated the turnout in 1998 was 40.2
percent turnout, "I would like our
goal to surpass '98's turnout."
Many student organizations on
Howard's campus have done their
fair share in the promotions department of registering voters. Irene B.
Schwaoeffermann, the director of
political actions for HUSA, stated
that the biggest agenda surrounding registering voters was towards
the begimiing of the semester
named Operation Vote Bison.
HUSA has created a coalition
with other organizations such as
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
Alpha Chapter, Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., Beta Chapter,
NMCP and Gentlemen of Drew.
Operation Vote Bison provided
opportunity to register students at
several student events and the general public dtlring Georgia A,enue
day.
Schwoeffermann stated that
the cut-off for registration is generally a month before elections so
their last day of registration was

Oct. 7, 2002.
"Though, the registration
deadline has passed, our volunteers
are continuing to encourage voters
to hit the polls across campus; both
in the residential dorrns and on the
yard," Schwoeffermann said

Fear of Sniper Cuts Number of Bands from lwenty-Six to 'fhree in Parade

Photos by Harvey Jenkins

The annual Homecomming parade took place Saturday morning
before the football game against Morgan State University. Only three
of the 26 marching bands scheduled to perform showed up because
of fear of the sniper. Above, children from the YMCA march with their
banner. Right, Clowns greet the crowd. See story on page A3.

Local AMC Theater Requires
Validation Sticker for Discounts
By Naeesa Aziz
Contributing Writer

Area students may be met
with something unusual the
next time they take a trip to the
Union Station AMC movie theater hoping to pay the student
price for movie tickets.
Howard students, along
with those of area universities,
are now required to present not
only proof of enrollment, but
proof of validation as well.
When purchasing tickets at
Union Station's AMC movie
theater, students will be asked
to present a form of student
identification, which will be

closely examined for authenticity and current validation.
While this practice may seem
logical, necessary, and not the
least bit unusual, it may come
as a shock to many students.
"The last time I went (to
Union Station) they never
asked to see my student ID,"
said sophomore Leon Belt. "I
paid student fare without ever
showing them my ID."
Despite the practices of
other AMC theatres, the Union
Station theatre maintains the
practice has always been in
effect, some students have
experienced otherwise.
"I paid $6.50 for my ticket

and I never even asked to
receive student fare.," said
freshman Amber Mixson
AMC's policy states that
when purchasing a student
ticket, one must present a valid
form of student identification,
which is clearly marked with
some form of sticker or printed
date. The theater's management expressed that although
there hasn't been many problems with false identification,
the procedure is necessary and
is strictly enforced.
"This has always been a

See AMC page A7

Photo by Carroll Smith

From left, Jaida Bender, homecoming chairwoman, Sandra Norrell-Thomas, athletic
director, Jamal Jowers, Mr. Howard, Tiffany Gainer, Miss Howard and H. Patrick
Swygert, Howard president, join hands to sing the alma mater at half time on Saturday.
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VOICES Students Complain: New
&
Shuttle Service, Old Problems
VIEWS

Bison in Spain
Adjusting to Life in Granada

ences this adjustment. I
bought about 26 euros
By Tiffany Roberts
(roughly 26 dollars) worth of
Contributing Writer
and
suffered
The sound of cars, buses medicine
and bikes zooming by; a through a week and a half of
Residents of Meridian Hill
group of young people mak- body aches, stomach pains
Hall are displeased with the
ing entirely too much noise; a and eating bland foods; but I
current shuttle service from
pedestrian :walking by with- am fully recovered now and I
the 16th Street dormitory to
out
speaking.
Georgia just chalk it up to experience.
campus. Some say their wait
Speaking of experiences,
Avenue, right? Guess again.
time is sometimes over 20
Camino de Ronda is one the language barrier has been
u
.
?
minutes.
of the busiest streets in one of the most interesting and chalStudents
complain
the most beautiful cities in lenging. It is very difficult at
because the new shuttles are
first to communicate with
Spain, Granada.
smaller they are forced to be
I get to live here for four people who do not know your
crammed in the shuttle which
Photo By Harvey Jenkins
months. I thought to myself language and whose language
has a capacity of 26 seated
Students board the Meridian Shuttle outside Cramton.
when I arrived here a month you have never put to practipassengers.
ago and I still think it every cal daily use. I must have
Craig Stewart, a junior
An unnamed source with
time I walk out the house. In looked up words every five
psychology major, prefers the minutes," McCoy said.
Other Meridian residents International Limousine (the
what other city can you see seconds in my handy
size of last year's shuttle buses.
current shuttle) explained the
the Sierra Nevada Mountains Spanish-English pocket dic"I wish the shuttles were who ride this route have
company's stance.
from your apartment building tionary.
bigger like they were last year," noticed this late pattern.
"The major reason for
I have been studying
Shermayne
Moore,
a
or get a free piece of food (a
Stewart said. "Last year, they
shuttle tardiness is traffic," the
"tapa") with every drink you Spanish for five years so I
had ample space available, sophomore majoring in psythought I would have no real
chology, is also very upset with source said. "The University
order? Only in Granada.
especially for Meridian."
made the pick-up schedule
Because of Sept. 11, many problem. The truth of the
the service.
Students
like
Laresha
Omari Morrison
"The shuttle system is ter- and when we ran the routes
people have been wary of matter is, I did and I blame
McCoy,
a
sophomore
majoring
Insurance/ Actuarial
this summer; the shuttles were
traveling out of the state, Jet the U.S. education system for
in nursing, are perturbed by rible," Moore said. "They're
Science
too small and are constantly on time."
alone out of the country. And teaching me South-American
the shuttle's tardiness.
The shuttle service is curif you are planning to visit Spanish. How many people
Jamaica
"The buses are supposed late."
Students complain that rently working with the
Iraq sometime soon, you have heard this in their
"This was the
to run every ten to 15 minutes,
the drivers leave the shuttles University to come up with a
might want to critically ana- Spanish class, "The second
and
sometimes
they
are
within
most boring homecomperson plural (vosotros) form
unannounced to buy food, go more accurate shuttle schedlyze that one first.
the
time
range,
but
most
times
ing I've seen to date. The
However, here in Spain, I exists but you do not need to
they are late by at least ten to the bathroom, smoke a ciga- See SHUTTLE Page A7
yardfest did not live up
rette, or talk on the phone.
have had no problems with learn it. Instead, use usted"?
Well let me tell you right
the "Granadinos" (inhabito its usual hype and
tants of Granada). While they now, you have been fooled,
there were no Carribean
would not go out of their way hoodwinked, bamboozled!
artists:·
to greet you in passing in the They failed to mention the
street, they are some of the tiny detail that this is the case
sweetest people, once you get only in South America. In
to know them, and they have Spain, where the mother all of
some of the greatest customs, Spanish (Castillian Spanish)
is spoken, they use vosotros a
like siesta.
Many people, I am sure, Jot. So, all the American stuhave heard of it but believe dents, myself included, were
me when I tell you that you do blown away when we first
not really know a siesta until heard it.
On top of that, the
you have experienced it. For
those of you who have not Granadinos have a special
By Ruth L. Tisdale
heard, a siesta is basically a accent, which makes it even
Hilltop Staff Writer
larger version of the group more challenging to underJenile Brook
nap you took in kindergarten. stand. Over time, it has
The aroma of hot chocoFinance
Stores close around 1:30 p.m. become easier to do so, but in
late and chai tea is
'
Ph oto sy Harvey Jen k.ms
, in the air
and people return home for no way is it second nature.
Detroit, Michigan
as the new Magic Johnson Starbucks employee serving customer in the new shop.
lunch, which is anywhere And the worst part is the stuStarbucks opened in the
"I'm not sure if
dents from other countries,
between
2:00
and
3:00
p.m.
trained
for
the
opening
day
worked
hard
to
prepare
for
Howard
University
Bookstore
it's because I'm a senior
Then, from about 3:00 to like Holland, Germany and
the opening day of Starbucks. rush, he did not expect the
last Tuesday.
now, but Homecoming
4:00 p.m., everyone goes to France, not only speak
"We had to pre-train at opening day to be as busy as it
Starbucks has already
just wasn't the same."
Spanish (vosotros included)
his or her room and sleeps.
provided jobs for students the Downtown Starbucks was.
"Homecoming brought
While the siesta was not better than I do, but they also
like Danita Greer, a junior stores to be ready for opening
designed to last longer than know at least two other landay," said Greer. "The experi- about more business on openphysical therapy major.
an hour, I have found that guages. And here I am strug"I enjoy working at ence helped us to be able to be ing day than we had expectAmerican students like to gling with one.
Starbucks because of the flex- ready for the opening day ed," said Henrika Holloway,
One thing I have not realstore manager for Starbucks.
capitalize on this opportunity
ible hours," Greer said. "The rush."
by extending it to two hours ly struggled with, however, is
management is great with
Henrika Holloway, the
or more. This is simply adjusting to the city. For one
working with students."
Starbucks store manager, said
See STARBUCKS page A7
because we know that once thing, I did my research like a
Starbucks
employees although employees were
we return to the U.S., it is all good girl on Granada before I
came so I was prepared for
work and no siesta.
Now one would think that Catholicism, the gypsies, and
he/she
would
become the influence of the Moors.
For another, between the
grotesquely obese by practicing this custom on a daily unfriendly passersby, the life
precautions,"
Archer
said.
"We
hie attacks.
basis, but oddly enough there decision I make every time I
must
all
remain
vigilant
to
"We have decided to reinBy Danielle Scruggs
are not many overweight peo- cross a busy street and the
Crystal Hope
ensure
each
other's
safety.
force
security
by
increasing
Hilltop Staff Writer
ple walking around Granada. option of doing something
Some
Howard
students
our visibility," Sirleaf said.
COBIS
Notice I say walking because culturally stimulating every
don't
feel
endangered
by
the
Since October 2, a name- "We have more student escorts
Bronx , New York
night, Granada is a Jot like
it
is
the
principal
means
of
less, faceless sniper has been along 4th and College Streets, sniper attacks.
''This year's
transportation. You can walk D.C., a home away from
Filipe
Mitchell,
a
senior
attacking random people-- Bryant Street, and 6th Street.
Homecoming was the
to just about any place you home. So the thought of being
business
major,
finds
comfort
whites and minorities, young There are also patrol cars
homesick never even crossed
worst one I have ever
want
to
in
Granada
and
being
and old , men and women in around Georgia Avenue and in Howard's geographic locamy mind.
a student, I do.
experienced. No excit~
tion
..
the DC, Virginia and Maryland 6th Street as well."
Now I must admit there
Do not get me wrong,
ment whatsoever."
"I'm
not
in
the
suburbs,"
In a statement to all
area.
there are cars (too much are days when I am glad I am
Mitchell
said.
"So
until
[the
Howard
students,
Raymond
Although the shootings
maintenance), buses (too only staying a semester and
sniper's]
patterns
change,
I'm
have not occurred near Archer III, vice-provost of stuthen there are days when I
slow
and
crowded),
and
taxis
Howard, many students travel dent affairs said the recent not worried."
want to stay for a year. I guess
(too
much
money),
but
it
is
Sophomore
Femi
to the areas where the killings shootings in the District of
just easier to walk. Besides it just depends on the day.
Audifferen
offers
a
different
have taken place and are wor- Columbia and surrounding
Whether it is the former
you get to see more of the city
•
V1ew.
counties are an ultimate evil.
ried if they could be next.
that way and work off the or the latter, however, I know
"I'm
not
threatened.
I
feel
"Please
be
assured
that
the
Gianina Lockley, a senior
weight you gain from the tons that each day I am blessed to
if
it's
my
time
to
die,
I'll
die
chemistry major, is wary of safety and welfare of our
of food your host family feeds be here because it is the
anyway,"
Audifferen
said.
University family are of the
going to the gas station.
opportunity of a lifetime and I
you.
Audifferen does admit that
"I drove around for about highest priority," Archer said."
Although the food for the would not trade my experiwhile
she's
not
overly
cautious,
two weeks before finally decid- Campus Police are on heightmost part is delicious and ence for anything in the
she's
not
devoid
of
common
ing to get gas," Lockley said. ened alert and are in continugood for you, a stomach ill- world.
sense.
ous
contact
with
local
police
"When I got to the gas station,
So if you are contemplatness called gastroenteritis is
Despite
a
massive
joint
hartes
I opened my door, knelt on the and other law enforcement
ing studying abroad, let me
inevitable
for
80
percent
of
ground using my door as a agencies to help our campus effort from more than half a
Finance
study abroad students. It assure you that you cannot go
dozen
different
agencies
shield while I pumped my gas." remain safe."
Atlanta, Georgia
results from the body not wrong with Granada. Besides,
including
the
Pentagon,
FBI,
Archer asks students to
The Detroit native is paraif you ever get homesick, you
"The best part of
being
adjusted
to
the
bacteria
noid because of the random exercise caution and aware- and the Montgomery County
you introduce to it every time can always go to Camino de
!his year's homecoming was
Police
Department,
no
arrests
attacks and the wide geograph- ness as they go about their
you eat. It is not a bad bac- Ronda and feel like you are
Pastor 'froy on the yard
have
been
made
in
this
case.
ic region spanned by the serial daily routine.
back on Georgia Avenue .
terium
by
any
means,
just
dif•
Friday, and having a chance
The shootings are random,
"We believe our University
sniper.
Niambi Wilder is a junior
ferent.
taking
place
in
the
daytime
or
to take a breakfrom school
Amos Sirleaf, a campus is safe and ask for your support
I unfortunately do not Radio, Television and Film
at
night.
So
far,
nine
people
police sergeant, explains what and understanding as Campus
and kick it with
. .. ,·friends."
major, studying abroad in
form
the
lucky
20
percent
of
his office is doing to protect Police and other officials exer- have been killed and three peostudents that never experi- Spain.
ple
have
been
wounded.
Howard students from possi- cise diligence in implementing

By Niambi Wilder
Contributing Writer

What did you
think of this
year's
J..1.omecoming.

The New
Coffee Shop
in Town

A Starbucks
Franchise opens
in the Bookstore

----------

Area Sniper Affects Campus
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Homecoming Parade A Bust
By LaToya Pumphrey
Contributing Writer

Homeco
By Keila Foster
Contributing Writer

The parties are over and
the glitter is no longer; fur
some students it is time to
settle down and get back into
the school groove, while for
past students they have
returned to their hometowns
nationally and internationally.
Often time students cul'rently enrolled rarely interact
with
past
students.
Homecoming is special for
those coming home to the
Mecca.
Alumni and their family
can enjoy a fun-filled week of
activities ending with a big
home game.
The 2002 Homecoming
Chairperson, senior marketing major Jaida Bender, says
Homecoming is 1neant for all
to enjoy.
"My particular position is
to oversee student programming for current Howard students to enjoy," Bender said.
The Director of Alumni
Relations, Nairobi Abrams,
said the department lias the
primary responsibility of
work
specifically
with
Howard Alumni.
"Our goal is to urge alumni to stay connected with the
alma mater through programs,"
Abrams
said.
"Involven1ent in the Howard
University
Alumni
Association and any efforts
that nurture the future leaders of tomorrow is positive."
Abrams further stated
the alumni could impact significantly on the life of the
University and the economic
well being of the alma mater.
She stressed the need for
Howard University alumni
• •
•
part1c1patton.
In the montlis leading up
to Homecoming, the Office of
Alumni Relations plans an
array of activities for alumni

The
traditional
Homecoming parade got off to
a chilly start on Saturday
morning amidst cloudy skies,
60-degree weather and a few
bands. ·
This year's theme was
"Restoration of Tradition: The
Beginning of Tradition."
Ananda Lewis, a television
host and Howard alumnae,
was scheduled as the parade
marshal, but was a no-show.
The D.C. Fire and EMS
Department, Office of the Fire
Chief, Howard University
Hospital, the D.C. Commission
on the Arts and Humanities,
and National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People were represented at the
parade.
Howard's chapter of the
NAACP marched in the parade
and distributed water to participants. Sean Parker, president of the Howard Chapter of
the NAACP, was honored to be
a part of the parade.
"It was a good opportunity
to greet the community with a
message to go vote and to
become involved in civil
rights," Parker said.
Bands from
Detroit,
Newark, New York, Durham,
Richmond, and local bands
including Eastern, Ballou,
Dunbar, Anthony Bowen
YMCA and Fairmont Heights
were all scheduled to participate in this year's parade.
Becaµse of the recent
killings by the Washington

area serial sniper many assist in the funding of music
schools did not attend.
programs. Cash prizes are
Keith Miles, manager for awarded in the amounts of
litigation in the Office of $1500 for First Place, $1000
General Counsel and parade for Second Place, and $750 for
coordinator, said that he was Third Place winners.
very disappointed about the
In this year's competition,
effect the sniper had on this two bands tied for first place,
year's parade.
the Baltimore Marching Revels
"Despite
the
sniper and
Edmondson Village
attacks, the University is still Steppers. The Anthony Bowen
moving forward," Miles said. YMCA won second place.
"The sniper has wreaked havoc Family and friends supported
throughout the local commu- students that contributed to
nity."
the competition. An unnamed
Band members- from area parent said she was hesitant
schools were unable to go out- about allowing her child to
side to practice and schools participate.
.
decided not to participate in
"I was worried that my
the parade.
baby would be in danger, but I
Miles anticipated 26 bands knew I couldn't keep her
to compete in the 2002 locked in the house," the mothHomecoming Battle of the er said. "So I decided to particBands Competition. The com- ipate as well and support her."
petition, celebrating its fourth
Miles said he chose this
anniversary, only included year's theme, "Restoration of
three
bands.
Baltimore Tradition: The Beginning of
Marching Revels, Edmondson Tradition," because decades
Village Steppers, and the ago Howard's Homecoming
Anthony Bowen YMCA were Parade was the only parade on
the bands that fulfilled their this side of the Mason Dixon
commitment to the competi- Line. The parade was defunct
tion.
for some time until 1995 when
The importance of the the rebirth of the parade
competition
and
the graced the campus once again.
. University's devotion to the
This parade is not just a
community is to promote celebration of tlie school, stumusic education in the public dents, and alumni; it is a celeschool system. There are three bration of the community.
categories of participants, local
There was a releasing of
and community bands, junior 1867 red, white, and blue balhigh school and middle · loons into the air. Decorations
schools, and lastly, senior high were elaborate.
schools.
Miles anticipates a better
Howard University has parade next year.
successfully awarded over
$10,000 to its participants to

Photo by I larvey Jenkins

Members of the "Rough Riders" group participating in the Homecoming Parade Saturday.

See ALUMNI page A7

Annual Communications
Job Fair This Week

Photo by Harvey Jenkins

Carol Dudley, in the office of Career Development, prepares for the career fair to take place Thursday and
Friday.

By Danielle Scruggs
Hilltop Staff Writer
School of Comn1unications
students, whether they're
newly imported freshmen or
veteran seniors, have one
thing in common: needing an
internship to fulfill graduation requirements or a job.
Some students find it difficult to job hunt. The communications job fair is an
annual event organized by the
Office of Career Development
within
the
School
of
Communications.
Tony Brown, the first
dean of the School of
Communications, started the
fair in 1971. He started the
fair to provide qualified
minorities with the opportunity to meet and network with
professionals for employment
and internship opportunities.
Gianna Baker, a junior
English major, is interested in
attending the job fair.
"I would like to check out
some opportunities before I
graduate and possibly find
something for the summer,"
Baker said.
Although Baker plans on
pursuing a career in the religious ministry, she says she
will keep her options open.
Carol Y. Dudley, coordinator, office of Career
Development in the School of
Communications said the job

fair will be very beneficial to
the students who participate.
"It provides students with
direct access to recruiters for
internships and employment," Dudley said. "It's an
opportunity for young people
to network with future colleagues, supervisors, and
employers."
Dudley said that the benefits are two-fold; not only will
students get potential job
offers, but feedback.
"Students will have their
resumes reviewed by professionals and even get unsolicited advice," Dudley said.
"Students also get experience
in interviewing, so if they've
never been on an interview
before, this gives _them a
chance to assess their skill
level. They also get advice on
industry trends from the panels and workshops."
Daniel Scott, a freshman
communications major said
although he did not know of
the job fair earlier, he would
attend the job fair to see
what's available to him.
According to Lincoln
Brown Jr., co-coordinator of
the job fair, pre-registration
for the event has been excellent. Over 700 students registered to participate in the fair.
Brown Jr. is a graduate of
the
School
of

See JOB FAIR page A7

School of Communications Anniversary Gala a Success
Magic Johnson Donated $100 Thousand to School of Communications Thursday
By Jonathon Davis
Contributing Writer

The
School
of
Communications held their
30th Anniversary Gala at the
Ritz Carlton Hotel on
Thursday, where Earvin
"Magic"
Johnson
Jr.
Founder
and
Chief
Executive Officer of Magic
Johnson Enterprises donated $100,000 and received
the Messenger Award for
Excellence
in
Communications.
Debbie
Allen-Nixon,
actress, chair of the Board of
Visitors and member of the
Board of Trustees spoke· of
the importance of having
special events like the gala.
"It is because of nights
like this that we see what the
School of Communications
is all about," Allen-Nixon
said. " With a faculty and
staff like Dean Janette Dates
who are committed to helping students becom_e the
best they can be and graduate with an opportunity of
succeeding the challenging
world of Communications,

October 22, 2002

Journalism, broadcasting,
radio and television."
A special video presentation of the new project of the
building of the School of
Co m m u n i c a t i o n s
Te I e comm uni cations
Complex was shown. This
new building · was a vision
that Dates had when she
took office as dean of the
school ten years ago.
"I suspect that there will
be such a multiplicity of
media and new uses of
media that what we are
doing in the early years of
the .millennium will seem
very archaic," Dates said.
Howard
University
Student
Association
President
Cornell
Williamson is inspired by
Johnson.
"Earvin Johnson lets us·
know that as African
Americans, we can do anything we put our mind to,"
Williamson said.
Johnson . received the
Messenger
Award
for
Excellence because. of his
overall impact on communications, particularly in the

Earvin Magic Johnson poses

black community.
"His focus for the past
five or six years has been on
diminishing the digital
divide by getting African
· Americans more involved in

CNN/U.S. news anchor and
Jeff Burns, Jr., associate
publisher and senior vice
president
of
Ebony
Magazine
were
named
Alumni of the Year.
Before joining CNN,
Whitfield was a correspondent for NBC News and
served as an Atlanta-based
correspondent for NBC
Nightly News. Whitfield
earned a bachelor's degree
in journalism from Howard
University.
In
1991,
Whitfield was awarded the
Groit Award, an Associate
Press Award along with the
Society of Professional
Journalists Rookie of the
Year Award and Sigma Delta
Chi Award.
Burns received alumnus
of the year award for his
outstanding achievements in
Photo By Harvey Jenkins print journalism. He joined
Ebony magazine as an
with his Messenger Award for Excellence.
advertising executive, moving through the ranks to
the Internet and helping ment of African Americans become the youngest associthem to understand how by helping them learns how ate advertising manager at
communications can be a to access information to Ebony.
tool to help improve their improve their own economic
lives," Dates said. " His push condition."
f?r the financial empowerFredricka
Whitfield,
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Campus Organization gets involved with the Comm.unity
Natalie Cofield, the coordinator of the adoption ceremoCampus Editor
ny, was very excited about the
The Ladies of the Alpha prospect this year's adoptee
Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta and says adopting the Stress
Sorority, last Tuesday contin- Free Zone also fits another of
ued the organization's long tra- her organization's thrust which
dition of bridging gaps involves physical and mental
between campus and the com- health.
"The Stress Free Zone fits
munity by adopting the Stress
Free Zone on Georgia Avenue. our criteria as an exceptional
The adoption ceremony minority business," Cofield
was held at the recently opened said.
"Her [Upton's] business
business. The owner of the Spa
and Hair Boutique, Angie shows a lot about her innovaUpton, was presented with an tion and great entrepreneurial
adoption certificate. She very efforts."
Upton says her business
excited about the venture.
"I was extremely happy to offers a different ambience
be honored by my peers," than that of the orilinary shop.
"The Stress Free Zone is a
Upton said. "This will certainly
bring awareness and exposure place to go when it is time to be
pampered," Upton said. "We
to the Howard community."
Economic development is believe that total well being
a part of the organization's starts with peace of mind."
At the SFZ patrons receive
five-part thrust. The Adopt-aBlack business venture is a a catered meal, spring water
nationally and internationally and a movie of choice at no
endorsed program by the extra cost.
The Stress Free Zone has
sorority.
10 locations nationwide and
approximately 4 million people
are wearing the four variations
of the SisTwist and the Kinky
twist innovated and patented
by entrepreneur Upton.
Celebrities like Jill Scott
and Washington Mystics player Chamique Holdsclaw wear
hairstyles created by Upton.
Upton invested in the business of hair care because of a
personal experience.
"I have been natural for 20
years because I had a bad experience with perms," Upton
said. "I said to myself there
must be another way. Since
then based on my extensive
research I decided to create my
,,
own.
The day spa and boutique
Photo Courtesy of thestressfreezone.com
offers services including maniSisTwist patented by owner
cure, pedicures, reflexology (a
of SFZ, Angie Upton.
medical foot massage), facials,

By Kerry-Ann Hamilton

....,ontinues
By Keishia Thorpe

Contributing Writer
The
Tropicana
Restaurant was established in
1992 by Sheila Newman, who
has passed down the establishment to her children. The
name Tropicana was created
by Mrs. Newman in collaboration with her children,
which came from the idea
that it serves foods from the
tropical island of Jamaica.
The restaurant provides a
wide variety of 'soul food'
that has not only Jamaicans
coming back but Americans
as well. Newman and her
family have been serving food
under
the
Tropicana
Restaurant motto of "Food
that just tastes great."
According to General
Manager Gary Walters, there
are two things that contribute
to the success of the business.
"The food has an exceptional
distinctive taste compared to
other Jamaican restaurants,"
· he said. "Our location has a
lot to do with it also. This is a
high traffic area so it is ideal
for 11s."

Among the neighborhood customers, Howard stu-
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Photo Courtesy of www.thestressfreezone.com

Recently opened, the Stress Free Zone, located at 2816
Georgia Avenue, was adopted by Alpha Chapter Delta
Sigma Theta.

and natural hairstyles.
Of the close to thirty
employees at the SFZ, 11 are
Howard University students.
Soulstice Ayers, a graduate
student, has worked at the SFZ
for six months.
"I specialize in natural hair
and developing locks," Ayers
said. "I enjoy working here. It
is something almost spiritual
about people in transition
whether from perms to natural
or from natural to dieads."
Last year the ladies of the
Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, Inc., adopted
the Blue Nile Book store.
Na dine Evans, assistant
manager of the Blue Nile
Bookstore, said she was disappointed with last year's venture.
"Some members of the
organization · came in and

•

erv1ng

dents and staff are the
favorites even though they
have a strong customer base
in the neighborhood as well.
"We are at a prime
location, so we get a lot of
drive by and walk in customers as the word spreads
about the quality of our
food," Walters said. He further added, "The good cus-.
tomer service and quality
food we provide has enabled
us to maintain success since
1996.
Walters says that
Tropicana is not the least
threatened by the other surrounding Jamaican restaurants, Negri! been the closest.
"The quality and taste
of our food is a bit better.
Our customers often tell us
they enjoy our taste a bit
more," he said. "We surpass
Negril which is not really any
competition for us as they
have been around for a while
and still have their regulars."
The restaurant averages 350 to 400 customers
per day. Because of this
influx, some customers tend
to get frustrated when they
do not get served right away
or when the dish they want is

would be your investmenj
strategy? How would you,
·
"Life would be a lot eas- allocate the money?
Try this with ten people
ier if T had a million dol,!ars,» I remember telling a and compare your results
mentor
of mine.
In Th:e focus should be th
response, my mentor said, strategy and not how mane
"Do want to have a million was made. For example, ·
dollars or do you want to be your investment strategy o
a millionaire?" I said jok- diversification with the
ingly, "which ever one came $1000 is the same as havin
first." Shaking his head, my $10,000, then you might;]
mentor told me a few stories have missed the boat.
I think Warren Buffet,
of men whose income
exceeded their financial ( who is the only billionaire
who has made it to the
intelligence.
We are all aware. of Forbes list of the 400 richl
these people, the ones we est Americans solely b:it
read about in the newspaper investing in the stock marJ
that have $7 million deals ket) said it best in regards
and tomorrow they're filing t~ mu'.u.al f;1nd buying an~
for bankruptcy. This makes d1vers1f1cat1on when he
me ponder wl1at would hap- said, "Diversification is
pen if we were to divide the something people do to proworld's wealth evenly with tect themselves from their
everyone on earth. The real own stupidity, not because,
millionaires \vould eventu- of investment savvy."
That hit home for me,
ally get their money back.
That's what I see as prob- how about you?
Besides changing our
lematic with the idea of giving African Americans general outlook, what else
money as a solution for do we do to improve? Begin
reparations. Would we not investing in ourselves. We
just give the money back in invest our money into instiexchange for better cars and tutions for knowledg·e, why
bigger rims? But that's not invest in ourselves for
accomplishment?
another story.
Start with books, tapes,
This is because they
have a high financial intelli- magazines and news articles
gence. But how can the rest for understanding and
of us raise our financial immediately put what you
learn into action. There's a
intelligence?
The first but oftentimes little difference between
the most over looked princi- people who know how to
ple of financial intelligence read and people who don't
is tlte ability to picture large read. Better stated, the book
amounts of income being you don't read won't help
you.
generated on your behalf.
Also be fearless. Some
We all have a financial
bubble, or scope, in which will say, "If I had more
we can perceive ourselves money, I would invest." I
making between two-fixed believe, if you start investamounts of incomes. On one ing, you will have more
end, the bottom number, we money. Here's the differwould adamantly state, "I ence. Some us will design a
can't make less than this lifestyle and then pay bills
amount." At the other end, later while others will pay
the top amount is up for bills and build their lifestyle
,grabs, based upon the around whatever is left. And
duties and responsibilities these are the same people
who don't believe in tipping
that are required.
I find it very perplexing the waiter.
Lastly, if you are broke,
to purposely set your financial minimums as maxi- don't fret, it's only tempomums. I heard it best from a rary. However, being poor is
friend who talked about his a state of mind that has a
money mentality. Maybe tendency to be more permayot1 can relate to being in nent. People who believe
elementary school when $10 investing is risky usually1
was a whole lot of money. have the "backseat mentali-l
Or perhaps you remember ty," and everything· looks•
high school, where the guys scary because they're not,
who had the most hundreds driving. Be careful of the
in their pocket or the tight- daily words used to describe
est car was "ballin" at prom, your living.
The most underrate
while the females talked
.about how their dress cost detrimental phrase I com
manly hear people say is,
hundreds of dollars.
Our concept of money I'm just trying to earn a liv
will soon change again upon ing." Carefully listen to
graduation when people will those words and repeat]
be talking about thousands, them back to yourself.
in regard to salaries, wages Trying to earn to live? That
or profits they plan to make. sounds like a lifestyle
So why not start early? intently set up for hardship.
Instead of thinking of thou- I don't know about you, bui
sands, why not tens of thou- I don't wake up in th
sands? Why not hundreds of morning super excited t
pay the bills.
thousands?
As long as you remem
In order to help change
ber to compare strategies
your view, try this test:
Imagine receiving increments of $1000, $10,000
and then $100,000 respec- an accelerated learning,
tively, without any out- curve of financial intellistanding debt that urgently gence will begin
peeds to be paid. What progress.
Lawrence A. Garrett

made purchases from the
store," Evans said. "We were

never consulted by the organization as to the kind of help we
needed. I don't want the Deltas
to stop, but to have learned
from last year and make a plan.
Jewel James, now an
alumni, was the coordinator of
last year's adopt-a-black business; she said last year's adoption was indeed a learning
•
experience.
"It was the first year our
chapter adopted a business
and there were lessons to be
learned," James said. "We certainly made changes in our
approach this year to the Stress
Free Zone."
The Stress Free Zone is
located at 2816 Georgia
Avenue and the store's website
cab be found at www.thestressfreezone.com

tudents

not finished. This, Walters
says, is their only customer
complaint other than small
occasional cases. "We try as
much as possible to accommodatt the needs of our customers," he said. "Whether it
be to add extra gravy or extra
courtesy."

In addition to serving
food, Tropicana is involved in
serving the community. Each
year they have outreach programs,
especially
at
Thanksgiving, which provide
food to the needy. They give
discounts to senior citizens
and have free give-away days
periodically throughout each
year. They also donate to
various charities.
Tropicana has two up
and running locations. The
most recent branch on 7821
Georgia Avenue was opened
five months ago. The branch
at 725 Florida Avenue is
much more competitive at the
moment since the other location is fairly new. However,
management believes that the
new location's profits will
surpass the Florida Avenue
branch over time because of
its location.
To better serve its

The Hilltop

customers who hunger for the
Jamaican cuisine, Tropicana
will be expanding. Within the
next two months, they will
open a branch at Alabama
Avenue in Southeast D.C.,
and in the beginning of the
year 2003, another branch
will be opened at Benning
Road in Northeast. All the
locations will operate the
same hours and offer delivery
service as their current locations do, but Walters recommends that orders be made in
person because the food
tends to get soggy upon delivery.
But as Tropicana
expands, Walters says that
they are determined not to
forget their core customers.
The restaurant is trying to establish a student discount rate as they have done
in the past to accommodate
students' needs as thanks for
their continued support over
the years.
"Without them we
would not have been as successful as we are", Walters
said. "We look forward to
serving them and offering
them great customer service
for many years to come."
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Investors need assaJrance to make decisipns.
Help us help them and 1he companies whose stock
they buy, and we'll help you build a career.

For opportunities and information go to:
www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere

Look beyond the numbers.
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Mayo Clinic Nursing offers unparalleled opportunities for career
mobility and growth. At Mayo Clinic, you have the opportunity to practice
your profession in a world-renowned medical center with a reputation
for high standards, where nursing practice is closely integrated with
advanced education and research programs. Our hospitals are acute.
care, teaching facilities where quality nursing is our tradition and mission.
Mayo Clinic Nursing has received the Magnet Hospital Recognition
Status for Excellence In Nursing Service. Magnet Status is the highest
recognition awarded by the American Nurses Credentialing Center for
excellence in nursing service and professional growth. To learn more
about nursing opportunities for new grads, please visit our website at

www.mayocllnlc.org
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, MN
Phone: 800-562-7984
Fax: 507-266-3168
e-mail: careers@mayo.edu

Refer to job posting #02-39. UHU
Mayo Clinic Is an affirmative action and
equal opportunity educator and em~oyer.
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See LAW from page A1
earned the Juris Doctor degree
from Harvard Law School.
Schmoke served 12 years
as Baltimore's first black
mayor from 1987 to 1999, and
was the State's Attorney from
1982 to 1987.
During his tenure as
mayor, Schmoke initiated a
number of programs in the
areas of housing, education,
public health and economic
development.
In 1992, President George
Bush awarded him the national
Literacy Award for his efforts
to promote adult literacy, and
in 1994 President Bill Clinton
praised his programs to
improve public housing and
enhance community economic
development.
Schmoke replaces Alice
Gresham-Bullock
who
resigned in the spring after five
years as dean.

GRADE from A1
lit up the skyline.
The gem of Homecoming
2002 was the
Gospel
Extravaganza. Despite the fact
that it was not publicized
enough; the show was well
organized and was actually
quite moving. The show
should get a standing ovation
for the excellent display of
variety of spiritual expression,
from singing to praise dancing
to stepping to miming.
Tuesday night's Apollo
Show was nothing short of
entertaining. The · hostess,
Chocolate, and the headlined
act, Damon Williams, were
great picks and they kept the
audience in stitches. The student talent was wonderfully
reminiscent of a show at the
Apollo theatre in Harlem,
complete with the good, the
bad and the ugly. There was
even Howard's own Sandman
and Kiki Shepard.
On Wednesday night the
Fashion Show wowed audiences with the trendy, exotic,
and barely there outfits. The
theme "Pi1np Harder" was
intricately woven into the fabric of the show. We loved the
addition of spoken word and
live singing.

ALUMNI from A2
to take part in including the
Homecoming Parade, the
Installation Ceremony of the
2002-2004 officers of the
Howard University Alumni
Association, a concert featuring
Smokey Robinson, and a Jazz
concert featuring "The Marcus
Johnson Project".
This
year,
Alumni
Relations
kicked-off
the
Homecoming Parade in style
with a Trolley float, Cheryl
Jones Roussel-Harris a native
of San Francisco, CA and class
of 1971, enjoyed the parade.
"This is a feeling I can't get
anywhere else when I come
back to Howard," RousselHarris said. This is the second
time Roussel-Harris has rode
in the Alumni Relations float

·--------

The new Dean has plans to Dean Worthy has been able
incorporate health sciences to."
The Law School has gone
and employment discriminathrough several administrative
tion into the curriculum.
The University was metic- changes in a relatively short
ulous in choosing a new dean. time, including the dean of
Schmoke will bring national admissions, Ruby Sherrod,
attention to the Law School who was beloved by students
and his reputation could help throughout the school. The
the school in attaining funding interim dean of the law school,
and sponsorship. Schmoke Patricia Worthy, is stepping
commits to improving the down.
school's
America
Bar
Harry Prince Jr., professor
Association ranking.
Taeron Smith, a class of of contracts, has high hopes of
terms.
2004 law student wants Schmoke's
"Kurt Schmoke is a person with
Schmoke to perform.
"There's alot of hype sur- national status that is widely
rounding his arrival," Smith held for his personal ideas,"
said. " I hope he can live up to Schmoke's said. "I think the
appointment is going to generthe expectations."
Mellisa McClinton, a law ate a lot of positive attention
student from the class of 2005, with in the general public and
is expects a lot from the new legal educational circles."
Schmoke will begin his
dean.
"He is an improvement," duties as dean of the Law
McClinton said. "I think he can School in January.
do more for the school than
The video footage concept was nice but some of the
scenes were downright inappropriate for example the
booty-clapping scene from
"Pimps Up, Ho's Down," not
to mention the technical difficulties that just wouldn't quit.
The Divine Nine Step
Show was a major success in
that all nine black Greek
sororities and fraternities
were represented.
However, the long intervals between each act had
people wishing they would
just hurry the whole thing up
so we could get to the after
party.
The Morning Show with
Russ Parr and Olivia Fox at
Cramton was pleasing in that
students had the opportunity
to meet and greet stars like
Dru Hill, K-Ci and Jo-Jo, and
Eric Sermon.
The annu2l Yard Fest was
more than a few degrees lower
on the success ,ueter than
past years had been. !\~sides
the crowd-pleasing performance by Pastor Troy, people
were left wondering, "Where
the heck are all the celebrities?"
Unlike past years, when
you might run into random
stars walking along the yard
eating some of that finger-

lickin' good fish right along
with the rest of us, the celebrity presence was non-existent.
LL Cool J's brief appearance was an utter disappointment. Also, there were noticeably less vendors present. You
could say it's the sniper's fault
or was if poor planning?
The prices this year for
Homecoming events were at
an all-time high. There was no
package deal, which many
students depend on in order
to get a bargain on all the
shows.
The Hip Concert was cancelled, without explanation.
Publicity was poor as well
(how many people knew
about
the
Gospel
Extravaganza?).
Homecoming 2002 had
its good points and bad
points, as all things do, but for
some reason the energy and
liveliness of the Howard
Homecoming tradition failed
to meet expectations this year.
We would venture to say that
that reason had a lot to do
with publicity and planning.
The grades are in
Homecoming receives a C
.
minus.
The 2003 Committee
should learn from the mistakes of this year's committee.

and says at Howard one can
party with the brightest and the
best and still have big fun.
Natasha Henderson, a
sophomore nursing major, volunteered with the Department
of Alumni Relations during
Commencement last year.
"I was able to meet a
woman from the class of 1952
who had degrees in both economics
and
sociology,"
Henderson said.
Gwendolyn Biddle a resident of Baltimore, MD and
graduate of the class of 1950
says she returns and participates in homecoming because
she has a feeling of nostalgia
every time she rides in the
parade.
"I get new life when I am
around Howardites," Biddle
said. " The parade experience is
exhilarating and it gives me a

--·---

--■---

See AMC from page A1
rule. They [students] must have
a valid student ID when purchasing a ticket at the box
office. _'Fall 2002' must appear
somewhere on the ID and if it
isn't, they will be charged full
price," said AMC Union Station
Manager Denisha Riddick.
Students should be accustomed to showing identifica-

tion and are asked for some
form on an almost daily basis.
IDs are necessary for everything from movies, gaining
entrance to clubs or to be permitted access to several university buildings and events.
"I've been to Union Station
twice and I was asked for my
student ID both times. I have
no problem presenting my ID if
it allows me to get a discount,"
said freshman Alishia Ames.

STARBUCKS from A2
"Even though we were busy,
the crew handled the situation
very smoothly."
Many students were
happy
about the
new
Starbucks. With the urban
design and comfortable setting, many students like
Marllana Whitaker, a senior
psychology major, found the
Starbucks store convenient for
studying as well as relaxing
from a hard day at school.
"I will frequently visit
Starbucks because I enjoy the
nice atmosphere of the store,"
Whitaker said.
The wide selection of coffee, tea, sandwiches, salads,
and desserts at the new
Starbucks attracts more
undergraduate students than
did the old coffee shop.
"It's surprising to see that
more undergrad students are
visiting Starbucks more than
the medical and graduate students," Greer said. "Even
though it is cold outside, many
people
are
drinking
Frappuccinoes instead of hot
chocolate."
Starbucks sells a variety of
teas such as tazo, chai, China
green tips, mambo, and wild
sweet orange. Customers have
a wide variety of pastries such

as apple fritters, bear claws,
cheese danish, and pumpkin
and spice cupcake, to choose
from.
Customers can eat a quick
lunch at Starbucks because
Starbucks
sells
turkey,
Harrarti sandwiches as well as
Cobb salads. The coffee shop
also sells concentrates of tea
and coffee so that customers
can make Starbucks tazo tea or
a vanilla latte at home.
The new Starbucks hopes
to also bring more business to
the
Howard
University
Bookstore. The HUB has be
characterized has being just a
college bookstore, but in reality the bookstore sells many
African American works as
well as hosts many book signings that the community and
the Howard student body are
unaware about.
T11e Starbucks and HUB
management plan to have
many book signings as well as
poetry readings.
"Starbucks is open to any
activities that students would
like to have at the store,"
Halloway said. "We want
Starbucks to be a place where
students, faculty, and the community can relax and meet
friends."
The
Magic
Johnson

Union Station's management could only speak for the
rules of its specific AMC location, and while student identification is required at almost
every major theater, students
say their ID isn't as thoroughly
examined elsewhere.

•

Starbucks also plans to donate
half of its profits to the Magic
Johnson foundation.
While many students and
faculty welcome the new
Starbucks, others are hesitant
about it.
"I hope that Starbucks will
lower their prices to fit student's capabilities," said Carrie
Owens, a research administrator.
Some students do not support Starbucks because of
their foreign policies. "I do not
agree with Starbucks coming
to Howard," says Susan
Smith*.
"Starbucks mistreats people in other foreign countries
as well as runs smaller coffee
stores out of business," Smith
said.
The grand opening of
Starbucks is set for November
5th. The grand opening will
feature Magic Johnson as well
as many other celebrities. The
hours of operation are
Monday through Friday 5:30
a.m. -10:oop.m., Saturday 7
a.m.-9p.m and Sundays from
7a.m. to 8 p.m.

* Name changed.

-
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PREPARING LEADERS UJITH A GLOBAL PERSPECTIUE

'

•

chance to reconnect to the
Ledroit Park community."
Immediately following the
game, members of the Howard
University Alumni Association
convened in Howard Hall to
install the 2002-2003 officers.
The National President, Anita
D. Stearns Mayo, Esq., a native
of San Francisco, CA and class
of 1975 stressed that her goal is
it to continue to increase membership, push the Capital
Campaign, start and re-activate
new HUAA clubs, create new
programs, and establish an enews letter.
To all Alumni, Return,
Renew, Recommit, by contacting the Department of Alumni
Relations at 202-864-5857 or
visit
the
website
at
www.howard.edu/ alumni/ alu
mni.htm.

INTERESTED IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS?
INTERESTED IN A DYNAMIC INTELLECTUAL C0~1.MUNITY?
INTERESTED IN MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN TRE WORLD?

THE FLETCHER SCHOOL OF LAW AND DIPLOMACY IS THE OLDEST EXCLUSIVELY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS IN THE UNITED STATES;

. .
• MASTERS AND DocTORAL DEGREES OFFERED IN TWENTY FIELDS
• MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND FLEXIBLE ACADEMIC PROGRAM
.

JOB FAIR from A3

Communications.
Freshman Ryan Smith, a
Communications and was an radio/TV /film major, will not
intern at WRC Television, the be attending this year's job
Washington NBC affiliate.
fair.
"My internship was an
"It's too early in my life to
excellent networking opportu- be looking for a job," Smith
nity," Brown, Jr. said "At NBC said. "I'll probably go next year
I was able to utilize my theo- thougl1. Right now, I don't
retical knowledge gained in the think I'd be ready."
classroom with the practical
Some of the recruiting
experience at the news net- companies include: Time magwork."
azine, the Associated Press, the
Stephanie Leonard, a jun- Boston
Globe,
Chicago
ior, will not go to the job fair Tribune, Los Angeles Times,
because she's a business major New York Times, the Wall
and not in the School of Street Journal, the Atlanta

October 22, 2002

• JOINT DEGREE AND EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

Journal-Constitution, People
magazine, Clear Channel
Washington, Reuters, C-SPAN,
the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB), and the
National
Basketball
Association (NBA).
Many universities with
graduate
programs
in
Communications will be there
as well including Columbia
University, Penn State, and the
University of California at
Berkeley.

'
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THE FLETCHER SCHOOL TUFTS UNIVERSITY
MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS, USA 02155

WWW.FLETCHER. TUFTS.EDU
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For Sale
All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the Tuesday
and Friday before publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5 for the
first 20 words and $1 for every
additional five words. Individuals
advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged as local companies with a rate of $10 for first 20
words and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

Announcements

Announcements

Students Faculty Staff
Top Prices paid
For Used and Unwanted
textbooks
TAJ Book Services
(202) 722-0701
Outside (202) Call
1-800-223-8250
Since 1982
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Spring Break
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre,
Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza:
Book early and get FREE
MEALS!
Student Express sponsors the
BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps, and
On-site Staff. Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

Are you reliable?
Hard working?
COMMITTED?
The Hilltop needs a Friday
Campus Editor•• NOW!
If interested, please email thehilltop_eic@yahoo.com

If you took a story from
former Camp~s .Edifor
Ashley Traynum: . please
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GABRIELLE
UNION
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PROFESSIONAL- SALES

www.1un1pla1htour1.com

Graphic Design
Major?
The Hilltop needs a
paginator!

1-800-426-7710

thehilltop_eic@yahoo.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre.
110% Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Meals!
group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps!
•
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

LLCOOLJ

thehilltop_eic@y,;hoo.co1n ) ',•
., .
.

•

i

let us know...
· contact/send to: · ..

For well established
distributor.
Work directly with our
customers, while
negotiating with our
vendors
and manufactors.
Great potential for growth.
Computer literate, sales experience and a positive attitude a
must.
We offer Profit-Sharing, health
SPRING BREAK! Cancun,
insurance, tuition reimbursement,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, S. Padre,
life
Jamaica, Florida, Bahamas
insurance. $35,000 - $45,000
#1 parties with exclusive appearfirst year .
ances by DJ SKRIBBLE and
Please Fax Resume to:
SHAGGY!! Reliable air and best
Mr. Simon
hotels. Call 800-787-3787 or visit
301-493-4019
www.studentexpress.com for details.
#1 Spring Break Free Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBC/Travel
Channel
Better than ever!!

FREE MOVIE PASSES!
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YOU AND A GUEST ARE INVITED TO A
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6™ AT
LOEWS GEORGETOWN
K ST. BETWEEN WISONSIN & 31 ST ST., NW
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Stop by the Hilltop Office located at 2251 Sherman Ave.
to receive a complimentary pass for two to
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One pass per person. While supplies last. No purchase neccessary.

OPENS IN THEATRES ·FEBRUARY 7
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Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks & meals
Party w/ MTV Hottest Destinations
Most Reliable

l

www.1un1pla1htour1.com

'

1-800-426-7710

For Rent
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and NOT
just online
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Howard Deli Now Open Until 7
pm!!

Sub Special $5.75
Sandwich Special $4.65
Shortie Speical $3.95
Ghetto Sweet Iced Tea $ I .50
Visa, AMEX, MC, ATM
2612 Georgia Ave. NW 202-332-

5747
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Fare is roundtrip from Washington DC. Subject to change and availability. Tax
not included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.
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London ............ $242
Paris ........ ;....... $264
Amsterdam ..... $277
Madrid ............. $312
Sydney .......... $1614
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BISON BRIEFS
MEAC FOOTBALL
Morgan St
Howard

38
20

Norfolk St
Hampton

14
31

Bethune-Cookman 21
S. Carolina St
6
N. Carolina A&T
Florida A&M

28

36

MEAC STANDINGS
1. Bethune-Cookman
(4-0, 8-0)
2. Hampton
(3-0, 5-2)
3. S. Carolina St.
(2-1 , 5-2)
4. Florida A&M
(3-2, 5-3)
5. Morgan State
(2-2, 3-4)
6. Howard
(1-2, 3-3)
7. N. Carolina A&T
(1-2, 3-4)
8. Delaware State
(0-3, 2-5)
• 9. Norfolk State
(0-4, 2-4)

Men's Soccer
Florida International o
Howard
O

Volleyball
Howard
3
Hampton
2
(29-31, 30-24, 18-30,
30-26, 15-11)

Intramurals
Bridge Gap
for Students
By Sharelytt N. Devonish
Hilltop Staff Writer
Kwame Mbalia grew up
in the Midwest, with an early
passion
for basketball.
Though he was never too
good at it, his love for the
sport was unquestionable.
In grade school, he tried
out for the basketball team,
but only made the B squad, a
second-tier team "made for
moral support," according to
Mbalia "[that] never really
played in basketball games."
After that, Kwame just
gave up playing basketball
until he heard of the
University's intramural program. The program gives students such as Mbalia a
chance to start their own
team and play in a league
comprised of students and
alumni like him.
Through playing on his
team, the Meat, Mbalia was
able to find an outlet for his
athletic aspirations that
bridged the gap between high
school and Division-I intercollegiate competition.
"It simulates the real
competitive basketball experience I always wanted to be
involved in," Mbalia said.
lntramurals Coordinator
Dexter Harris agreed that the
program serves as an outlet
for students who wish to
compete in sports but cannot
either because they lack the

See lntramurals B2
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Pholos by Carroll Smith
Left, T.J. Stallings goes airborne to get Into the endzone.
Above, Shaun Miller grabs one of six catches on the day.

Homecoming Win Just Beyond Bison's Grasp
deflected two-point pass attempt rushed for his third touchdown
necessitated by an injury to of the game, putting his team up
freshman kicker Vaughn Waters. 24-12.
"That was destructive,· Petty
Howard got gritty, retaliatMorgan State running back
said. "That took a lot out of us."
ing with junior running back Jay
T.J. Stallings proved to be the
The Bison defense stalled Colbert's 8-yard touchdown
the Bears· next drive forcing a rush. Clark pulled off the twosilencer in head coach Donald
Hill-Eley's arsenal, hushing an
punt, but Howard failed to make point attempt on a connection to
overflow Homecoming crowd
use of the hard work. Freshman Kevin Simmonds to put Howard
with a five touchdown, 206-yard
running back Keon Coleman within four.
performance in the Bears' 38-20
fumbled on the first play and
Morgan pulled away on
victory.
handed the ball back to the Stalling's nex"t touchdown, a
"I didn't know I was going to game.
Bears, which kicker Jon four-yard scamper that sent the
have a big game like tliis,"
Stallings made a 41-yard Voroshil.i n converted for a field Bears up 31-20.
Stallings said. "I was actually just return on the ensuing kickoffand goal.
"We had the lead and wejust
going for three [touchdowns]."
despite a fumble forced by kicker
"We had what we wanted wanted to control the game at
The loss marked the Bison's Vaughn Waters, Morgan recov- which was to get the ball down that point," Stallings said. "You
(3-3 overall, 1-2 MEAC) first loss ered and assembled a four-play, the field .. wc just missed out on can do that a lot easier through
to Morgan (3-4, 2-2) in seven 38-yard drive that put the Bears some opportun ities to score," the running game. We had a few
years and ended the two-game back on top, 7-6.
Petty said.
three and outs, but for the most
win streak tlte team put together
Howard's next drive was cut
The Bison stopped Morgan part, we got the job done."
with wins over Morris Brown short by Clark's fumble, grabbed late in the half as strong safety
On another play forced by
and a stunning upset over by Morgan linebacker Tim Rashad Frazier wrestled away a the defense, safety Vontrae Long
Florida A&M in Tallahassee last Cayson. It was the first of four pass intended for tight end snagged a pass from Morgan
week.
fumbles the Bison would tum Vishante Shiancoe, but gave up quarterback
LeJominick
'That was probably one of over'during the gan1e.
field position as senior running Washington, but Howard turned
the largest wins in Howard
Morgan took tlte advantage back Tauric Rice fumbled on the the ball over on downs after three
University
history
[last and the ball downfield as very next play.
incomplete passes just beyond
week] .. .To come back this week Stalling,s rushed four yards for a
"We just thought it was r(V::eiver Jonathan Brewer's
and lose to Morgan State is prob- touchdown. Howard countered going to be a cake walk. ..we just grasp.
ably one of the worst losses," with a drive of its own, punctuat- couldn't capitalize on the big
"We were there, we had
Bison head coach Ray Petty said. ed by another Clark-Brewer plays," Brewer said.
opportunities to score at one
The Bison set out to defend hooln1p, this one from 25 yards
The second half opened with time. We messed up on fourth
home turf early as quarterback out to make the score 14-12. The Morgan driving the ball 80 down and just d idn't score,"
Donald Clark lawtched a 79-yard Bison failed to connect on a yards, 36 by Stallings who Petty said. "During the cottrse of

By Melanie Clarke
Hilltop Staff Writer

bomb to wide receiver Jonathan
Brewer for a touchdown just 20
seconds into the battle.
"We came out on the first
drive and we already had the
play...we knew what we were
going to do,• Brewer said.
Howard grabbed a 6-o lead
after a missed attempt on the
extra point, but it would be the
last time the home team maintained the advantage in the

practice this week, [Clark] under
threw him a few times, so we
wanted to make sure he was
going to be able to get the ball out
there to him."
Howard's next possession
ended when the Morgan defensive line took Clark down for a
four-yard loss and a fumbk On
the resulting drive, Stallings
rushed 20 yards for his schoolrecord fifth touchdown of the
game and tlte extra point tacked
up the 38-20 final score.
Even with a late fourtl1 quarter drive that saw Clark steer the
offense to the Morgan State 17
yard line on eight plays with
seven minutes left, the Bison's
red-zone ineffectiveness continued as Clark's flat pass overshot
Coleman on fourth and two.
Despite the loss, linebackers
Charles Woodall and Tracy
White still turned in solid performances with 10 and nine tackles, respectively.
TI1e Bison look to bounce
back from this upsetting defeat
when they face the Aggies of
North Carolina A&T at Greene
stadium Saturday. Kick-off is set
for 12 noon.

Men's Soccer Plays to Tie
Bison Record Shutout In Double Overtime
Elena Bergeron
Sports Editor
A united backlinc effort
helped the short-h anded
men's soccer team battle to a
o-o double overtime tie
against Florida International
at home Sunday afternoon.
Freshman
goalkeeper
Jason Williams' two saves
led the team to its first
shu tout of th e season,
sta lling a Panther offense
that had steamrolled opponents over their seven-game
win s treak.
"He makes saves other
goalkeepers only dream
about making," head coach
Ke ith
Tucker
sa id
of
Williams. "He's very composed, very mature. We're
looking forward to four years
of a great goalkeeper.•
Ranked first in the
Atlantic Soccer Conference,
the Panthers' forward pl ay
created several opportunities
in Bison territory.
With
eight m inutes left in the first
half, Florida forward Oscar
Gil laced a free kick into traf-

fie in front of the goal but the
Panthers were unable to capitalize as Williams sliced
through charging attackers
to poke the ball out of danger.

Many of the Panthers'
chances were initiated by
senior striker Matias Asorey,
the ASC's Player of the Weck
whose pestering play on the
left wing led to an offensive
flurry in the second half.
After making two runs down
the lin e within two minutes
of one another, Asorey gathered a corner kick at six
yards out and fired a shot
left of Williams but was
denied as junior forward
Nadir Wade blocked the
front door offering.
"Their team was very
organized, but [our defense]
supported each o ther. If one
person got beat someone else
was there," Tucker said.
The Bison got the chance
to end the game with 29 minutes left in regulation when
junior
defender
Brian
Woodward caught Panther
nctminder Roy Rosenberg

out of the box with a shot
lofted just over Rosenburg's
head, bu t could not beat two
defenders to the ball before
Florida
defender
Mark
St ephenson cleared it.
In the second overtime,
the Bison offense assembled
an attack led by speedy midfielders Jelani Scott and Taj
Alvaranga but cou ld not capitalize as both were greeted
by aggressive stoneiva lli ng
on the Panthers' side of the
pitch.
"The guys were pulling
our shirts," Alvarenga said of
the referees' no -calls, "but
we have t o play to the whistle. It's just a part of footba ll."
Sunday's game was the
fourth that the Bison have
taken to overtime this season . The Bison are 2-1-1 in
overtime
co ntests,
a
respectable record cons idering the team's depth due to
injury. With junior forward
Ronald Goodlett, the team's
points leader (3 goats, 2
assists), out with a n ankle
injury and freshman forward
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Pho10 by Harvey Jenkins
Junior defender Royce Francis marks a Panther forward.
Jason Gross down due to
knee problems, Tucker said
he lacks the versatility to
match up players in late
periods.
"Injuries arc hurting us,
but the thing about the team
is that they never stop trying," Tucker said. "I get
nervous [in overtimes]."
"A lot of (us] were tired
in overt im e and from

Homecoming so a lot of guys
had to step up and play,"
sa id Alvarenga.
The tie ends the Bison's
two-game losing streak, the
team most recently dropping
a 4-0 conference match-up
against Adelphi. After two
weeks off, the team will face
Philadelphia University on
Sen ior Day, November 3 . at
Greene Stadium.

Bl

A Closer Look at Lady Bison Jerri Hayes
By Bern ard Murray
Hilltop Staff Writer
To the untrained eye, it
appears as though the entire
volleyball team is plagued by
injury. After their evening
practices, you will often see
some players in the training
room sitting on training tables
removing tape from their
knees, ankles, and various
other joints that need to be protected. These are routine procedures that must be done to
protect them from injury.
One player in particular
has her right foot submerged in
a slush bucket, a tub of ice
water that is athletes' postgame treatment for swollen or
sore limbs. Amid the l\fASH
unit sits Jerri Hayes, a junior
radiation therapy major from
Charlotte, N.C., the team's
middle blocker and leader in
blocks this season with 67.
Hayes began her pursuit of
volleyball in the sixth grade
and has been playing ever

since. Unlike most athletes who
alternate between two or three
sports, Hayes has maintained
her loyalty to volleyball and not
necessarily just for her love of
the game.
Jt is the relationships, the
team chemistry that makes
participating that much more
enjoyable,. that fulfill Hayes.
"We live togethe,·, we play
together, we see each other all
the time," Hayes said. "If I didn't get along with my teammates, I" ouldn't love the game
as much."
Apart from the motivation
she receives from her teammates, Hayes has a special
bond with her coach as well.
Like many other coaches at
Howard, volleyball head coach
Linda Spencer recruits heavily
every year. The only exception
was the 2000 volleyball season
when Hayes was the only freshman.
"I am the only junior, the
only real junior. I came in by
myself," Hayes said.

Spencer, who not only has
the interest of her players on
the court but off it as well,
played a key role in helping
Hayes settle in the Howard
community and begin her collegiate career.
During the early part of the
season, while practicing two
times a day, Hayes was affected
by a family tragedy. Spencer
and the rest of the team were
very supportive during her
tough time and it only made
their bond stronger.
"She's like our mom away
from home," Hayes said.
Hayes admits that she sees
a big difference in her performance and attitude from last year
compared to this year. Unlike
last season, Hayes wants to be
aggressive nnd become a major
role player on the team.
Though she still has one
more year of eligibility left,
Hayes has a number of goals
and aspirations.
"I want to stay aggressive,
perfect my blocks as well as my

Area Colleges Rebui ld f o r
U pcoming Basketball
Season
By Eth an Zagore
Hilltop Staff Writer
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hits, and I want to be named to
an All-Conference team,"
Hayes said.
She is achieving her goal of
getting her blocks under control and her kills are well on
their way. She in currently second on the team in kills with
117, behind freshman outside
hitter Mercedes Posey.
Unlike a lot of athletes,
Hayes is a mellow person.
While other players get hyped
on the bus ( or prior to the
game) with Lil Jon or Pastor
Troy, Hayes prefers to chill out
to some Santana.
The locker room and the
court are two different stages
for her. After the team prayer,
that is when she makes her
transformation.
"I try to get myself in the
game by yelling and being really energetic," Hayes said. ''As
far as in the game, I talk to
myself a lot. I try to keep myself
focused."

lntramurals from 81
skill or desire to participate on
the NCAA level.
"Our biggest thing is to get
students participating because
students all too often get
caught up in the hustle and
bustle of school and work and
they get stressed," Harris said.
"(Intramurals are] a way to
relieve stress."
There are numerous sports
available through intramurals
including a three-on-three basketball tournament, volleyball,
and soccer. The program also
includes club sports such as
baseball, aerobics, bowling,
and table tennis. Golf and ultimate Frisbee are the newest
sports being added to the list of
traditional games for the
spring semester. This semester
the program's most popu lar
sport is flag football.
Students like Marquis
Julius, coach of the flag football team. Hit Squad, gravitate
to the programs because of
their accessibility. Julius said
he s;mply got a bunch of guys
who love playing football
together and coordinated a
team.
"I started off as a player,

but I organized and put together the team, made up plays and
directed mostly everything as
far as the games and the team
is concerned, so I became the
coach, and I love it," Julius
said.
The atmosphere at the Hit
Squad meetings is relaxing as a
bunch of friends talk about
eve1")1hing from plays to what
club they will hit up this weekend.
"I love playing because it is
not as serious and stressful
playing on [intercollegiate)
teams." said Mbalia, who also
plays on the Hit Squad.
Whether at Banneker
Park, Burr Gymnasium or
Greene Stadium, University
students are active supporters
of intramural games.
"lntramurals are fun
because they are exciting and I
could actually go to [a game)
knowing that either way,
Howard would finally "in,"
said
sophomore Shanda
Roberts.
Though the program generates both fan and player
e.~dtement, Harris said the one
thing m1ssmg is female
involvement in the sports.
"While there are an
umpteenth amount of male

flag football teams, there are
only three female football
teams." Harris said.
Kenyetta Clark, the female
manager of the Hit Squad.
agreed with Harris.
":\fore females should get
im·olved whether they know
about the sport or not." Clark
said.
·1 love football.
lntramurals gave me a chance
to learn the technical part of
the game, like the different
football tenninologies and how
to make plays."
The lntramurals program
is not limited b) the same
NCAA restrictions on ,tud,•nt
athletes; there is no sex. age.
weigh\, classification or GPA
requirement. Open to students, faculty and alumni \\ith
a valid Howard ID, almost any•
one can get in\'Ol\'cd with the
program.
To register or for more
information on lntramuml
sp1>-+e call O xt er Harris,
lntr•. mural Coordinato r. at
202- 806-4129. Unfo1tunatcly
men's flag football, due to its
overwhelming in\'olvcment is
closed however, Harris is still
acc~pting females for the !lag
football league. All other sports
are still open.

Smaller Sports, Smaller Crowds
By Jennifer L. William s
Hilltop Staff Writer
As basketball season gets
underway and football season
continues, many students will
file into games at Greene
Stadium and Burr gymnasium,
eager to watch the talented
teams compete. But the high
attendance
those
sports
receive leaves athletes on
teams such as tennis, bowling,
lacrosse, softball and cross
country wondering why their
success has not generated the
same student response.
'"The fan support helps egg
you on [in games)," said senior
pitcher/right fielder Erika
Jordan. "When it's just your
team cheering it's okay, but
when they're not cheering, the
whole team is down."
Though there is no shortage of talent on any of these
teams, low attendance leaves
many student-athletes wondering if marketing problems
are the only problem. Or, as
one lacrosse player bluntly
asked, "we've won a whole lot
more games than our football
team, so what gives?"
One reason for the low
turnout at the smaller sporting
events is tl1e lack of pageantry
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tltat surrounds the revenuegenerating sports.
"The band and the cheerleaders perform at the basketball and football games so 1
guess it's understandable why
they wouldn't want to come to
our soccer games," said
Jocelyn Fischer, a senior midfielder on the women's soccer
team.
"I personally don't think
that those sports are marketed
the right way,• said junior
physical therapy major Corey
Matthewson. "If those kinds of
sports put up more flyers and
such advertising for their
games, more people would
probably turn out.•
One reason for smaller
sports low turnout is that
many of these teams spend a
lot of their season on the road.
For instance, the softball team
played its ten home games last
season in District Heights, Md.
at Walker Mill Park. Similarly,
the men's and women's track
team spend their entire season
on the road.
"As much as I like going to
games that aren't football, basketball or soccer oriented, it's
dfffi,cult to go support a team
in, say, Virginia," said Kamari
Simpson,
a
sophomore

Marketing
major.
"Convenience is definitely significant in terms of attendance." Additionally, bus trips
are not usually planned for
other sports because turnout is
not expected to be heavy.
Some students unfairly
believe that lacrosse, tennis,
bowling and the like lack the
excitement of football or basketball games.
"I can understand because
soccer's a sport that not a lot of
people know about," Fischer
said. "But lately the attendance
has been good because the
men's team comes to watch
and they bring out other people. Athletes should support
other athletes."
Until smaller sporting
events can capture the attention of the student body, however, those non-revenue generating sports will have to rely on
one anotl1er for their fan-base.
Like the men's and women's
soccer teams support at each
other's games, Jordan believes
that other athletes will have to
be a source of support.
"It means more when
other athletes show us love
because they know we don't get
as much support," Jordan said.
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1st person
The Bus
Ride
by Rhasheema Sweeting
Hilltop Staff W1iter
3:30 on a Wednesday
afternoon, where do you not
want to be? How about on the
local Metrobus surrounded
by middle-school children.
It is not that they are
from the area. It is not that
they are loud and unnily. It is
not that they make a short
trip seem endless.
It is the fact that there
are so many of them. Add to
that melange. an unkempt
street urchin, smelling something awful, eyeing the young
girls and yelling obscene diatribes ,It the children for
being obnoxious, and the
most uneven roads in the
District making for a very
rough ride, not dissimilar
from riding in a horse-drawn
carriage over bucolic cobblestone roads.
Amidst this chaos, I
remain calm, inspired by the
unfolding observations creating a remarkable anecdote.
The middle-school aged
girls are dressed to impress
dawning the latest fashions:
fitted peasant tops, tan-colored bowling shoes with
faded blue low rise jeans,
sporting their natural locks in
various braided styles with
sea shells adorning only a few
selected strands.
The middle-school aged
boys sport only the hottest
name brands, like Iceberg
History and Coogi, with oversized denim shorts worn well
below the waist, almost mistaken for pants, and wearing
the latest $200 Jordans, or
$100 if their feet are small.
But wait, there is a necessary ingredient missing in
this scholasti: parade: Where
are the backpacks? I guess
that would mess up their outfits.
The bus stops. A few people get off. a few kids. Then,
there is some sort of commotion. Dozens more kids
stream off of the bus and
make a beeline across the
busy intersection. There is a
fight!. .. Or is there?
J.kanwhilc, tht> bus is
still stopped at the light. But
some of the kids who had just
got off arc running back
towards the bus: No fight.
"Nope! I ain't opening·
the door." the bus driver bellows through the dingy double bus doors. He seems
adept at handling this rowdy
crowd.
But the ldds have also
made this routine. They
abrupt!) dash for the next
bus stop, just a block ahead,
reaching it just before the bus
pulls up to the curb. TI1ey
knew how to handle him.
Through the deafening
noise of the chatter, coupled
with the rnmbling metal and
rubber tires grinding against
the uneven pavement, and
the blaring air conditioning, I
am able to eavesdrop 011 a
few conversatiollS. I cannot
help but to overhear.
'Everybody sing it now,
pass
the Courvoisier .. .'
"That's my song!' A young
girl yells in response to the
navy blue Chevy Impala
blasting the over-popular
Busta Rhymes dub-anthem.
Meanwhile, a young
Hispanic boy is engaged in a
steady dialogue, perhaps
proving to himself that he can

See BUS page B5
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'Generation Text': A Look at Instant Messaging
By Rhasheema Sweetin g
Hilltop Staff Writer
No need to lick another
stamp. No more bot~crsome
trips to the post office.
Nowadays, in order to communicate, look no further
than the computer. Instant
messenger is the new wave of
communication.
With its 35 million users
worldwide, the AOL network
sends more than 1.38 billion
instant messages, or !Ms,
Instant messaging is good
daily. That is more than the
and
bad. Good: It provides a
United States Postal Service
medium
that facilitates comcould deliver in a day. (USPS
munication
among users
coordinates 700 million
pieces of mail between 136 worldwide. Bad: It encourmillion U.S. locations each ages improper use of the
and every day and delivers English language.
Dr. E. R. Braithwaite,
more ·than 200 billion pieces
English
professor and author
of mail annually. Courtesy
of
To
Sir,
With Love, believes
wired.com)
it
is
advantageous
to be 'mulIMing, short for instant
tilingual'
and
to
use
language
messaging, is an essential
tool for communication and effectively. "But, there should
be no difference between how
is a must for many.
we speak, write, and think.

ing e-mail. Then, finally, they
do the assigned work.
"College students chat
constantly," observes Dr.
Tillery-Larkin. To make matters worse, IM usage can easily permeate a student's writing, if they are not careful.
"[In some cases], they write
like they talk."
Dr. Clint Wilson, professor in the School of
Communications,
views
instant messenger use as a
constructive device. In reference
to
They shou Id all draw from the blackcollegevi ew.com, instant
same source ...Students who messaging facilitates commuare not in control of their lan- nication between students at
guage are never on top of various Un{versities across
things."
the country. "IM [supports]
Some classes arc held in chat with students from difcomputer laboratories to ferent colleges to interview
facilitate
learning
and and to get leads."
research and to produce
Through th e seemingly
work.
Frequently,
Dr. slapdash keys trokes of lo\,
Rochelle Tillery-Larkin, pro- 18tr, HAND, h/o, g2g and brb,
fessor in the School of an unseasoned user is bound
Communications, finds many to get los t. (Translation:
of her students chatting on laugh ing out loud, later, have
instant messenger and check- a nice day, hold on, got to go,

and be right back, respectively.)
Fortunately,
Netlingo.com features an
online dictionary that deciphers the IM drivel.
According to Professor
Bra ithwaite, "the beauty of
languagc ... is like a storehouse
of treats... However, lang uage, a precious and sacred
commodity, is und erm ined
and shortchanged by the use
of
instant
messenger.
Frequently, it forces one to
guess at a message's intended
meaning.
The International Data
Corporation
technology
research firm estimated that,
worldwide, almost 100 million users sent about 900 million !Ms per day in the year
2001. That number "~II likely
soar to 7 billion per day within the next two years, JDC
predicted. Over 53 million
Americans used the three
biggest messaging services
during 2001, an increase of
28 percent in a year.

Rack up for the Season, Fall Fashions are Out
By Kellie Carter
Contributing Writer
Homecoming has officially
come and gone. Ladies and
gentlemen alike have probably
spent the last week showing off
their latest gear, flossin' on the
Yard in clothes that may make
a fashion statement, but might
not get you through the rest of
the season. Herc are some tips
on how you can purchase hot
stuff on a student budget before
the season gets to far underway.
Try to find t"<'mnants from a
special Colurnbw, Day sale at
local malls.
Macy's, Gap,
E.~ress. Banana Republic and
JC Penny's all have great sales
that can get you that classy look
for bargain prices. Stores like TJ
Max and Marshall have all the
name brand styles but at affordable costs.
"Stiletto type boots, colorful
loafers, are definitely in style. I

think that this fall season will be
all about self-expression mixed

According to Kinder, Pea

coasts with different cuts and

with a classy look," said neutral colors, and business
Charn1ion Kinder, a public rela- casual looks are also in style.
tions major, fashion merchanYetunde Zannou, sociology
dising minor from New Haven, major and part-time model
Conn. One thing to keep in mind always stays up on the latest
is, if you can't rock it, mock it! If trends and right now, layering is
you can't afford Nine West, it. "Layering adds a unique spin
Payless has been making a seri- on a classic look. You can always
ous come back in its fashion update your classic wardrobe
trends.
with what' hot now." She adds,
"'The key is not to get too trendy

Bowling for Columbine:
An Eye-Opening Movie
By Share lyn N .
Devonis h
Contributing Writer
With his first
documentary, Roger and Me
(1989), filmmaker Michael
Moore exposed the horrible
role that greed plays in corporate America. In his second film, The Big One (1998)
he continued to tackle the
politics
of
corporate
America. Now in Bowling
for
Columbine,
Moore
searches to find an answer to
a common question, "Why is
corporate
America
so
obsessed with violence,"
particularly firearms usage.
Moore paints a picture of the excessive amount
of violence that has plagued
American history past and
present. He dates this timeline of firearm violence as
far back as the inquisition of
America from the Indians.
However, countries like
Japan and England who
have just as violent a history
as our, has a number 34 and
68 deaths by firearms per
year respectively, while the
USA has a number 11,127
deaths by firearms in one
year.

In
depicti ng
the
American obsession with
guns, Moore talks to members of the Michigan Militia,
a social group that is home
to Oklahoma City bombers
Terry Nickels and Timothy
McVeigh. He also has an in- .
dP.pth conversation with
James Nickels, brother of
Terry, about a 44 magnum,
which he sleeps with under
his pillow. James actually
takes the gun, plays with it,
puts it to his temple and pretends to shoot i t, stating
"It's safe, its loaded ... but
nothing is going to happen."
This conjures up a question
of who do our children have
to look up to?
Moore also pays a visit to
Columbine High School,
including tapes from the
security camera in t he
school cafeteria displaying
the shootings. He also heads
over to Flint Michigan where
a six year old brought a gun
to school and shot another
six year old. The irony of
these two incidents is that
less than a week after both
of them happened, the NRA
and Moses himself, Charlton
Hesston, held a pro-gun
rally in both towns. This
displays the lack of compas-

sion of the NRA and an
indifferent Hesston who
replied, "I did not know."
Throughout the film
Michael Moore puts an end
to all the cliche stereotypes
of what causes all this violence - sex, drugs, rock 'n
roll and Marilyn Manson . In
the film's most striking
interview, Marilyn Manson
argues that the president
and capitalism as a whole
kills more people than be
ever
will,
not ing
the
500,000 Iraqi children
killed by US bombing and
the four million Sout h
Asians
killed
during
Vietnam. Manson states,
"While I would love to say I
am more influential than the
president,
I'm
not."
Germany has the largest following of Marilyn Manson
fans and gothic dressing
children, yet their death toll
by firearms, 381 people per
year, is still far less than our
11,127.
Manson also makes a
compelling argument that is
carried t hroughout the
movie - the on ly reason the
media shifts the blame on
pop culture and not capital-

See FILM page B5
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but to keep it classic.•
Try to avoid getting caught
up in rocking the same outfit as
everyone else by making your
purchases unique.
Amoree Joe, 20 Theater
Administration major, offers a
solution to Smith's predicament
by stating. • Accessories make
your outfit original. Make it
your own!" Jewelry, belts, hat~
and stylish boots can really
usher you in to a great fall fash-

ion season.
Some fashion standards can
sen·e as a guideline for both
sexes. For men, try nice fitting
sweaters, bowling shoes, or even
carnation colored business
shirts. For a classic look, try a
simple white T-shirt, limbs, and
a pea coat. For the ladies, you
can always depend on stilettos
heels, poncho style sweaters and
tops, big belts, and trendy hats.
For the winter opt for scarf and
hat combos and don't forget
about stylish accessories. Just
like there are fashion do's, let's
not forget about the fashion
don'ts. A\'oid becoming a walking billboard for a particular
designer (ie - Coogi hat, Coogo
sweater, and Coogi pants all at
the same time). It is never about
who you wear just how you wear
it.
Check out www.fashionnet.com for more tips and pictures all great styles for this fall.

Moonlight Mile
Le,·aughn Erskine
Contributing Writer
From Brad Silberling.
director of "City of Angels"',
comes the "Moonlight
Mile"
presented
by
Touchstone Pictures.
A story of loss, choices and
the courage to move on,
"Moonlight Mile" delivers a
lesson in rC'lationships with
family. friends and with
lovers. It begins imm<'diatdy
following the death of Dianne.
Her fiancee, Joe Nast. (Jake
Gyllenhaal) decides to move
in with his "adopted" family in
an effort for all of
them to work through this
crisis and heal together. There
is an expression that goes, "No
good deed goes unpunished";
this is the case for Joe. ,\s he
remains with JoJo (Susan
Sarandon) and Ben Floss,
(Dustinlloffman), he finds
that he is unable to get on with
his own life and has no idea
where to start. TI1us he
figures, since he cannot. or
will not, move fonvard. why
not stay. All three of them find
themselves in a state. of stasis:
Joe can't decide, Jo can't write
and Ben can't stop working.
Things get complicated when
Joe meets and falls for
another girl, Bertie Knox
(Ellen Pompeo) and hidden
truths slowly begin to surface

that may jeop.mliw his rcl,1•
tionship ,,ith the
Flosse.~.lt would -ecm that
not only is Joe motivated to
stay with his new f.uuily out of
a sense of loyalty, but also out
of the all-too-human, baseline
emotion of guilt.
When
Dianne is taken from all their
lives in a shooting incident,
she was about to tell her father
something wry important:
something. had it not
occurred, might have span.>d
her life, thinks ,Joe.
Botl1 Ben and Joe blame
themselves for her death . Ben
drives his feelings into an
unhealthy pattern of overwork, moving furiously forward 1>ith bis original plans of
making his new son-in-law a
partner in his Real Estate
business.
Meanwhile. Joe
struggles with nightly, torturous dreams of his would-be
wife and a daily balancing act
between her parents and his
rapport witJ1 each. He also
struggles with the surmounting feelings be is developing
for Bertie and the consequences of exploring them.
The meetings with the District
Attorney handling the case, as
well as the impending trial,
<:>n ly seem to exacerbate the
situation for Joe while simultaneously constricting the tri-

See MILE page B5
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Step It Up: Deltas, Iotas and Kappas Share Blue Ribbon
By Jodi Hurt
Contributing Writer

Battle of the beats, or better yet the battle of beating
your feet, kept everyone in
Burr Gym wanting more as
fraternities and sororities took
t he stage in the 2002
Homecoming step show.
The battle of nine fraternities and sororities took place
on Thursday
in
Burr
Gymnasium where scores of
Howard students, family,
friends and alumni, filled the
stadium to capacity.
With D.J. 'Six Sense' on
the turn tables, the students
enjoyed a musical mL~ of dirty
south,
California
love,
Baltimore house, and D.C.'s
own go go music while everyone waited for the· show to
begin.
Marieen Tailor, a freshmen
communications
major,
enjoyed the music at the show.
"I liked the DJ; he was on
point with !-he music," Tailor
said. "The show was slow starting but by the end it was real
cool."
The scene was set for a perfect performance as over 10
cameramen
and
women
crowed the floor seat section,
and the judge grooving to the
beats in their front row seat.
The multicolor lights surrounded the room, as Burr
Gym became Club Burr.
Tasheen Stalling is a mem•
ber of the Iota Phi Beta
Fraternity, Incorporated.
"Our fraternity has been
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around for a long time and I at attention cheering.
know that we wiU bring a new
The raiders step show
flavor to step shows," Stalling started in 1997 and is currently
said. ''Every time you come to a the number one step team in
step show it is the same thing. the Washington metropolitan
Well we will be bringing some- area.
thing different for Howard to
The lady raiders were not
remember."
the only steppers that had the
The opening act to the step crowd paying close attention.
show was the lady Raider step
The men of Kappa Alplia
squad of Eleanor Roosevelt Phi Fraternity, Incorporated,
High School in Green Belt, Md. touched the hearts of some
Their squad showed Howard females in attendance as their
what great talent a high school trademark of red roses floated
team has to offel" as their stand- throughout the crowd.
ing ovation raised the fans
The males did not domifrom every side of the stadium. nate the show as the ladies
They gave a flawless per- stepped their way right past
formance, and with every smile them. The ladies of the Alpha
and witty remark they made to Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha
hype the show, the crowd stood Soro rity, Incorportated, got

Photos by Harvey Jennkins
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, above left, and Iota Phi Theta Fraternity above, shared first
place for fraternities.

their share of applause as they
stepped the pink and green
brick road.
However, Alpha Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
captured the trophy for the second consecutive year. The
Delta's stellar performance
kept the audience on their feet.
The winning so rority,
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toward the end of their per•
formance, went backstage and
changed into business suits.
"It is not that hard to step
in suits," the Delta performers
said looking in the direction of
the AKAs, who traditionally
perform in suits.
Ya Boyson, a freshman
,\lith an undeclared major, did

not agree with the judge's
selection.
·1 do not think that Kappas
should have won," Boyson said.
"Deltas were really good. I liked
the level of tradition and dedication that was shown.
Iota Phi Theta fraternity
and Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
tied for first place.
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Michael Moore successfully gets his point across
that the entire obsession
ism is because of FEAR.
with firearms in America is
Th is is the fear of a loss of
due to the capitalist ideal,
hope in our government and
the media's consistent porour entire way of life.
trayal of violence as enterOverall, Bowling in
tainment, and the welfare to
Columbine is an eye awakenwork programs that makes
ing film that is balanced out
women work 2 to 3 jobs to
superbly by Michael Moore's
make ends meet and does
hilarious sarcasm. As in his
not allow them to spend time
comical portrayal of a show
with their children
he calls Corporate Cops,
Moore also combats
which attacks corporate
racial issues like why is vioAmerica representatives for
lence on television directed
stealing millions of dollars a
to Blacks and Latinos, rather
day from innocent people.

than whites.
From th e
beginning to end Michael
Moore keeps h'is audience
entertained, there is not one
dull moment. Bowling to
Columbine will draw many
·emotions out of you - happiness, sadness, anger, hate,
sympathy and much more.
All in all this is an excellent film that will teach us
something that the history
books and classes do not
teach us - America is built
on the search of life, liberty
and the pursuit of violence.

The Hil~top is looking for a
Campus Editor. Please bring
resume and cover letter to The
Hilltop, Plaza Level, West
Towers.

MILE from page B3
angular dilemma he has gotten
himself into with the Flosses
and Bertie, who he has inadvertently hurt.
Joe is faced with a choice,
and nothing but the truth. In
court, after being asked to
"bring Dianne into the room"
he realizes that "she's doing it
again;" prompting him to be
honest with himself and everyone else. What follows is a
moving confession that exon-

crates his self-doubts and revitalizes his adopted family, giving them the strength they
need to continue their lives.
The story concludes
with Joe reconciling with.
Bertie, Ben closing his business, and JoJo overcoming her
writer's block to begin work on
the facts of her daughter's life.
The dynamic between Joe and
Jo closes out nicely and Ben
connects with him the way he
would have liked to with his
daughter. Joe finally earns the
love and acceptance he's been

pushing himself so far to gain.
Along with the Floss family
dog, he leaves town to start
over and find his future, much
as he has found his home, with
Bertie.
The Moonlight Mile is a
touching drama that effortlessly shifts from the serious to the
comedic though remaining
true to the moral of the story:
Life is not predictable and it
shouldn't be. Neither, ultimately, is the movie. Go watch
it, but with that "someone".

Aside from the children, the gossiping about some man who
adults can put 011 a show as weU. "still ain't married, ain't got no
talk. He asks, "How many IQs Take this thirty-something year job or insurance... and you know
do you think I have? ... Ten old, rather large woman. She he's smoking reefer."
People from out of town
IQs?" He continues to explore boards the bus and sits directly
across
from
the
bus
driver,
are
so
quick to eschew the peohis 'intelligence' and concludes,
immediately
striking
up
a
conple
that
compose the Nation's
"I would be smart if I was in
versation.
Maybe
she
is
in
a
capital,
formerly,
myself
their grade," referring to some
good mood... maybe just excited. included. I have taken the
of the older schoolchildren.
What
innocent
little She exclaims, •r leave the driv- opportunity to look at the
unadulterated thoughts, I ing up to ya'U. Ha ha ha," laugh- District and its inhabitants in a
thought to myself. Until, "Hey ing rather loudly. As the bus more positive out.look, as an
Yolonda, wanna make out in tl1e driver begins to reply, she raises unbiased observer.
laundry room?" he hollers out of her voice as if the distance
bet.ween them had increased,
the window at a young girl.

BUS from page B3

So you think history's boring?
Think Again!
Meet the Award-Winning Howard University
Historian and Author
Dr. Elizabeth Clark-Lewis!

I

Thursday October 24, 2002 at The Howard University Bookstore
5:30-7:00pm
Howard University Press

October 22, 2002

She'll be signing copies of her latest book,
FIRST FREED: WASHINGTON D.C., IN THE EMANCIPATION ERA
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Fear of Sniper Attacks
Affects High School Athletes

Shuttle Service Just Can't
Get Right
Since Howard's new
shuttle bus service provided
by International Limousine
has been implemented, students have been dissatisfied
in more ways than one. Not
only have there been complaints about the ridiculously long route to and from
Meridian, but also the
_ incessant tardiness of some
of
the
drivers.
Because the shuttles
are not always on
ti me, the result is
often students being
late for class and
over-crowded shuttles. Consequently,
many students think
the shuttle buses
should be larger.
Though
these
complai nts
are
valid, it is difficult for the
shuttle bus service to make
some of these changes.
Things such as shuttle
routes and shuttle size are
mandated by the community. Certain routes are not
allowed because individuals
in the community com-

plained about the large
buses going down narrow
streets. Therefore the way in
which the shuttle will get
from point A to point B is
not up to the drivers. Also,
there were complaints about
the big, loud buses of previ ous years that resulted in
the current smaller buses.
Thus, it is virtually impossi -

OUR VIEW

be on time and exercise professionalism. Many students
feel as though the drivers
are unprofessional in their
conduct. Some have been
said to have stopped for
food and cigarette breaks
during their routes and
some drivers have even been
known to engage in loud
obnoxious phone ca lls with
a bus full of students present. If
the shuttles came
as frequently as
they are supposed
t o, then the size
of the buses and
the long routes
would be nonissues, and fifty
students would
not have to pile
on one bus.
Despite the fact t hat
shuttle s ize and routes are
community mandated, the
service
can
still
be
improved, beginning with
the drivers. They should
take their job seriously by
making added effort to be
on time.

The recent sniper attacks in
the area have been the cause of
much fear in the surrounding
communities. The murders have
generated more fear both individually and institutionally than
the terrorist attacks of
September
eleventh
2001 did. For example,
high school sporting
events in the area ha"e
been cancelled due to
the sniper attacks, while
life resumed as usual the
following week after the
9/11 attacks.
The cancellation of football games at
area high schools could
have serious consequences. Student athletes depend on sporting events
as a means to impress college
recruiters. TI1e manifestation of
fear has thus become a threat to
sti.tdent athletes. The cancellation of events has jeopardized
many opportunities for them.
It is definitely understandable that the threat of the
sniper is real and parents may

THE HILLTOP
The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper
Lauren Bayne Anderson
Editor-in-Chief

Alumni Homecoming Events
Outshine Student Events
You hurry off to Cramton
after class to buy your tickets
for Homecoming events. You
don't yet know exactly what
those events are, but you figure
it's
Homecoming so
it's got to be
good. You read
the titles of the
shows - fash ion

s

h

o

w

,
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twenty-year-old student's
moping. The much-anticipated Hip Hop Concert was
cancelled, and we all know
about the lack of celebrity
presence
at
Yard Fest. So
why is it that
the
Alumn i
Board was able
to put on such
ext r avagant
shows and the
Steer i ng
Committee did
not?
Obviously,
the
Alumni
Board
has
much
better
public
rela tions than t he Steering
Committee. There event s
were generally better organized and definitely better
advertised. T he Steering
Committee should have tried
a li ttle harder to make
Homecoming 2002 unforgettable for the students, as
the Alumni Board did for
Howard's alumni.

The Homecoming Steering
committee should exercise their
capability to tap into the same
resources as the Alumni Board.

comedy/ t alent
show,
step
show ... but no
ce lebrities
in
concert. Then,
your gaze drifts
to the posters of
events put on by
the
Alumni
Boa rd. You marvel at how
your mom and dad would
love to see Smokey Robinson
in concert. And what is this?
Erykah Badu and Fertile
Ground! You know you can't
afford it, but it looks like
you're going to have to get in
on one of the alumni events.
Why is it that this year
when students stood in line
to
buy
tickets
to
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Homecoming events there
was a noticeably b ig difference between the caliber of
our events and Alumni
events? While big names like

Smokey
Rob inson
and
E~ykah Badu were recruited
for concerts by the Alumni
Board, there were no big
name performers for students. The Alumni Board
also delivered a fabulous
night for alumni Saturday
evening a t Dream nightclub
- the most ta lked about
party that left Howard's
eighteen, nineteen, and

It is the right of the parent to decide what is safe and
what is unsafe for his or her
child. Thus, whether or not a
student athlete should be
allowed to participate in a sporting event in light of
the recent attacks
should be the deciOUR VIEW
sion of the parent
and student. The
school
should
resume events as
scheduled, so as
not to hinder any
student's opportunities for college
recruitme nt.
Furthermore, the
principle of the
matter is that no
schoQl sporting e\'ents be a one should have to put their life
-thing of the past because we on hold because of fear. Life
have allowed fear to mandate must go on. Though danger is
our life activities? It is unrealis- always a possibility in life,
tic to ever think that safety is awareness is not synonymous
ensured. To deprive students of with seclusion. We should be
the normal activities of everyday aware that a maniac is out there,
student life, especially those but we should not allow him to
things relevant to their futures is force us into seclusion for the
unfair.
sake of fear.

Athletes should be allowed
to participate in scheduled
sporting events as long as they
have parental consent.

Since the size and routes of
shuttle buses cannot be
changed, drivers should be
consistently punctual.
ble
for
International
Limousine or the University
to have any control over
these aspects.
However, the problems
caused by the long routes
and small buses can be alleviated, at least to a certain
degree, if the drivers wou ld

be uneasy about having their
children out in such an open
environment while there is a
silent killer on the loose.
However, what if the sniper is
not soon caught? Will high
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fRtJM TBE EDJTtJB.-JN-CHIEF
An Explanation of the Editorial and Perspectives .Pages
Dear Readers,

Editorial board is made up of each and every editor at
the newspaper,
At these meetings, each editor brings ideas. As a
board, we pick the most pressing topics and discuss
what position the paper should take on those subjects. At times there is debate over controversial
issues.
After debate, each member votes on what our
stance should be. Each vote holds the same weight
and the majority vote rules.
The meetings are private and will not be discussed with any non-member. It is inappropriate for
anyone to ask any editor how they voted or who wrote
any particular editorial.
Some student leaders and administrators whom
editorials have been written about have critici7.ed the
board of being biased or reflecting one particular edi-

It has been brought to my attentio n that some
readers of The Hilltop arc not clear about the
Editorial and Perspectives pages and their content.
At The Hilltop, just as in the professional news•
paper industry, editorial pages arc set aside for opinion and other pages for reporting facts.
Since the beginning of the semester, some
editors, myself included, have been bombarded by
student leaders and others who would like to know
why editorials and perspectives are run, who writes
particular editorials and who's opinions the editori•
als reflect. It i~ m this spirit that I will explain more
about the editorial process.
Every week the editorial board meets to discuss
the newspaper's opinion on various subjects. The

•

tor's opinion, rather than the opinio n of the board.
I suggest that those people take a hard look at
themselves. It may be in their best interest to refrain
from wasting time questioning who wrot~ any particular editorial or pointing a finger at any one editor.
Instead, focus on tl1e reason the editorial was written
in the first place.
Once again, I stress that each editorial reflects the
opinion of tl1e board as a whole, and not necessarily
the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief, the Editorial and
Perspectives Editor or any individual section editor.
I hope that this page will answer any other questions you, tl1e reader, may have.
Best,

Lauren Bayne Ander son
Editor•in-Chicf

Editorial Cartoon ·
The editorial cartoon is one of the most popular features of the Editorial Section. Its aim is to provide a pointof-vicw of one of the editorials on the page by simplifying it
in a captioned drawing that makes a statement in a humor•
ous way. Our artists can exaggerate stereotypes and poke
fun at subject matter in a way that our reporters cannot with
in news stories.

-

ED.ITORIALS

-·· ., ,.....,...

The Student VoiCt! of Howard U11iversity Sit1ce 1924

n,. - ·· ..,_,. , ..

Editorials
On average, The Hilltop runs three editorials an issue. Unlike
newspaper articles, which report straight facts, TI1e Hilltop edito- •
rials offer the opinions of the editorial board which is made up of
every edjtor at the paper.
Hilltop editorials are unsigned because they represent the
consensus view of the board.
Each participant of the board shares their ideas for editorials. There is a discussion of each idea and then a vote.
Each editor's vote holds equal weight and the majority vote
rules. Meetings are private and are not discussed with non-members.

The White House Should Watch
What They Say
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The staff box lists The Hilltop's Editorial and Business staff.
While the Editor-in-Chief has the ultimate responsibility for
operation of the newspaper, she shares autl1ority over news and editorial departments with the Managing Editors.
The Business Manager, Olanike Bello, who is responsive to the
Editor-in-Chief, is in charge of the paper's business affairs, and
works closely with the Assistant Business Manager, Miyanda
Jackson.
Our letter to the editor policy and disclaimer ar, also located in
the staff box.
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Letters to the Editor are solely submitted by tl1e readership. Letters to the Editor let us
know how we are performing and what our readership thinks of our publication. Letters
also point out errors, questions, offer constructive criticism or congratulatory efforts.
Published letters to the Editor, edited by the Editorial Editor are expected to conform
to the same standards of accuracy and fairness required of other printed materia,l in the
newspaper.
Hilltop rules for letters are that they be no longer than 350 words. They must be signed
by the writer, with classification and school, or in faculty's case, departmental affiliation .
Although readers are encouraged to express their views or reactions to anything that
may have been reported in The Hilltop, letters considered for publication are moderate in
tone and to the point.
Only letters written exclusively for The Hilltop will be consider~d for publication.
Letters should be sent to 2251 Sherman Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20001 or submitted
electronically to www.thehilltoponline.com .
Letters are a vital part of tl1e editorial pages because it gives readers a voice in tlicir
newspaper, The Hilltop likes to receive letters and encourages readers to write more of
them.
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I know it's been rough
recently. bul we can do ii.
Han(! in there! Or ax
Beaudreau~ would say.
"Keep your head in 1hc
game. we arc ~o clOfle,"
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HOMECOMINGr 2002,
Mee-c a 2002: Take the Pi•lgramage
w

Howard Homecoming: A History
By Alis on Brock
Contributing Writer
Every year, thousands
of students and local community members congregate on the Yard in honor of
the
annual
Howard
Homecoming
Yardfest.
Every Friday before the
Homecoming game, this
free event commences at
noon
and
continues
throughout the afternoon.
"The Yard" is transformed from the usual gathering area for students
between classes into a
social utopia with tents
from Univers ity clubs and
local vendors, in addition to
a main stage for local and
mainstream
performing
artists.
Yardfest brings the
Shaw-Howard community
together.
"It's Howard
Homecoming; it's a free
event with a lot of free giveaways, so it's something
that the whole family can
enjoy," said Vice-Chair of
the 2002 Homecoming
Steering
Committee,
Siobhan Walker.
Years past were marked
by the Colgate College Tour
and Vibe Magazine, both
organizations
providing
free products for attendees
of the mMsive yard party.
. . More recent-years ·have
staged performances of hiphop artists such as Jay-Z
and Sean "P. Diddy'' Combs
free of cost. Yardfest is
known for- having a major
artist headline, with other
artists whose albums have
yet to be released. At the
2001 "A V.I.B.E. (A Visual
Integration
of
Bold
Elements)" Homecoming,
headliners OMX and Foxxy
Brown performed with
Nappy Roots. Soon afterwards,
Nappy
Roots
dropped their album, and
have since presently Etstablished their own name.
The same is true of
Ludacris and his presence
at the 2000 "Genesis"

of the Yard Fest

Homecoming performance.
With such showcases in previous years, s tudents have
big expectations for this
year·s event.
"I'm expecting top notch
performers, · vendors and
flyers out of the wazoo,"said
Cubie
Coleman.
Coleman went on to explain
the importance of Yardfest
as simply being a large setting in which students,
alumni and locals can
socialize.
"It's a like a big party,
with a big concert,"
Coleman said. "I would like
to ·s ee more stuff going on
between the acts in the
future, . but I expect that
we'll have big performers
again this year."
The appearance of hiphop artists is not always
planned. In some years, if
an artist happens to be in
the O.C. area, and is aware
of Howard's Homecoming,
they may drop by and perform for the students and
locals. The planning for
such an event begins during
the summer, and continues
until the day of the festival.
"We have to wake up at
around five o'clock to set up
and create vendfog packets.
Students should really come
out and support it though,
it's going to be gre_at,"
Walker said.
For many freshmen, the
Yardfest experience is a new
one. While upperclassmen
are somewhat enthusiastic
about the event, newcomers
are unsure of what to
expect.
"I've
heard
that
[Yardfest] is supposed to be
off the hook,• said Danyl
Todd, "and nobody goes to
class either."
Todd, a biology major,
agrees the fairly recent, but
growing tradition will be
one of those events no one
wants to miss. If this year's
festival bears any similarity
to those of the past there
will be little room for disappointment.

The Yard Fest draws hip-hop celebrities for concerts in recent history. Clockwise from top, rapper DMX performs In 2001 , Rythm and Blues
singer Ray J performs In 2000, rapper Ludacris
performs on "the Yard " in 2000, rapper Jay z
performs In 2000, .Sean Putty Combs walks
through the crowd in 2001 at the homecoming
· game and the crowd enjoys the hip-hop concert
on at the Yard Fest in 2001.
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Ho
Fashion Show 2002 Shocks Audience with Nudity
By J odi Hurt

Contributing Writer

•

On Wednesday night
Howard
University's
Pimp Harder Fashion
Show 2002 proved that
the real pimps are found
on this very campus.
Forty-six
models
walked
the
runway
Wednesday night as
Howard students packed
into a crowded Cramton
Auditorium.
Unlike
last year
where models brought
their own clothes or wore
clothes that were donated, e\'ery outfit was run
way fashion designed by
over 15 designers especially for the show.
Before show time
models were glittered
and styled from he.id to
toe by over ten Mac make
up artists and hair
designers who's job it
was to beautify the campus beauties.
Model
Angelina
Spicer, worked on her
turns while she was in
the waiting room. She
was more than confident
the show would run
smoothly.
• We worked so hard
on this show I know for a
fact that it will be tight.
The models are like family. We are unified and
work as a team," Spencer
said.
At approximately 7: 15
the technology enhanced
stage lit up and three
projection scenes flashed
clips of pimps, ho's and
models for a very dramatic affect.
Clips of old school
pimp movies were shown
before the show and
between each scene.
"I like the thought of
pimp harder, but some of
the clips were raunchy
and offensive," said Kala
Foster, freshman sociology major.
"I didn't
expect them to show stuff
with such vulgar language and nudity at a
show where peoples parents were in the audience."
E\'ery scene had a different flavor, from pimp

harder to the fiery I love
you scene. Some scenes
were given extra pimp
juice as poets Olu Burrell
and Dru Anderson battled over who pimps
harder, and French ie
Davis sand her redemption of Jill Sco•t's hit
song "Lyzel in E flat."
"I liked s i nging for
the fashion show but I
wish that I was walking
the run way in stead of
just singing on it. Maybe
next year they will be
more flexible with full
figured woman being in
the fashion show.•
Throughout the show
there was more then just
fly fashion that was on
display but also the tight
bodies of the men and
women.
The men were in furs,
suits, boxers, and in
some cases bare chest
that sent the crowd into
raging screams.
The
high
pitch
screams from
every
desiring female
fan
echoed throughout the
auditorium
especially
during the sleepwear
scene.
The female models
gave a new definition of
the word pimp. Females
strutted their stuff as
foxy thugs, dark angels
with wings, wearing half
shirts, short skirts, and
belly button rings, and
some even pimped topless.
Howard students had
a lot to say about the
styles that the female
were expressing. Some
said that the extent of the
models nakedness took
the attention away from
the clothes.
Some outfits were so
short models had to hold
their shirts and put their
arms in front of their
chest to keep from showing their nipples.
Family, friends and
over 1000 Howard students filled Cramton
Auditorium to take part
in new age fashion, and
define a new definition of
pimp.

Pholo-s by Andrew Bedward

Above, student models strut their stuff at the annual
homecoming fashion show Wednesday. The s how
featured both local desingers and deslngers from
Howard.
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Deltas, Kappas, Iotas Win Step Show Competion Thursday

PholO., by IIIU'\lt) knl ins

The step show competlon took place Thursday night. Delta Sigma Theta Sorority took
home first place for women, for the second year in a row. Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity and
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity-tied for first place for men. Clockwise from top, Delta Sigma Theta
showed that "it's not that hard to step In suits," Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority stepped In
pink dresses and green sparkling shoes, Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority came in second
place, Kappa Alpha Psi shared first place, and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.

October 18, 2002
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Boos from Students Flood Commedy Show
By Tamra Byrd
Contributing Writer

Boos
flew
from
Howard's notoriously harsh
audience at Wednesday
nights'
Comedy/Apollo
show as students tried to
sell themselves by singing,
dancing , and performing
poetry.
The host for the evening
was Choco late from BET's
hit show Comic View, and
the premier comedian was
Damon Williams also from
BET.
Chocolate began the
show with "Are You Ready
for your Miracle" by Donnie
McClurkin, to show the
Gospel side of HU.
"I really like the fact that
she began the show with
gospel mu sic because it
shows that Howard can and
does have a spiritua l side
despite all the wrong things
that go on here," said Talina
Colden, freshman psychology major.
Students danced in the
aisle, and praised the lord,
and as Chocolate said it was
the closest some of Howard
students would get to
church this year.
She had the crowd
laughing hysterically as she
started the show and introduced students before they
performed.
The first act "Blaze
Something," didn't get a
chance to perform his act,
because students booed
before he started rapping.
"I can't believe that act
got past the screening stages
because they were extremely
horrible," said Timothy
Kinsworth, sophomore legal
communication major.
The crowd booed so
many of the acts the show
flew by quickly. The sliow
included four categories:

Above right, a dance group performs dance routine at Apollo Show Tuesday night. Above right, a singer engages the audience with her routine. Both won
award for their performances.

Spoken word, best male know how the crowd will
singer, best female singer, react. I really felt embarand dance.
rassed for some of them."
The crowd booed perThe crowd was brutal
formers for singing the they even booed the guest
wrong song, hitting one bad performer Crystal.
note, and making a small
"I really think the boomistake on one of the dance ing got a bit out of hand,•
moves .
said Kelsey Chambers, junSophomor e Kia Wood ior in\ernational business
sa id, "I don't know why major. "They didn't even
some of these people arc give people a chance to do
getting up here when they their thing before they startcan't even perfo rm , they ed cutting up."

The winners of the four hard about his jokes that
section s were: Omari, spo- covered a variety of topics
ken word, Oseka, best male including the R. Kelly scansinger, Tina, best female dal and interracial dating.
singer and Vision, best
After all the booing he
dance group.
was able to end the Comedy
Oseka's remake of "My Show on a good note, and
Funny Valentine" had the surprisingly he didn't get
crowd standing to their feet. booed.
After Apollo comedian
The winners received a
Damon Williams, came to plaque for their accomp lishthe stage to give Howard a ll ments.
he had.
Chocolate came out at
The crowd laughed so the end of the show with ,1

closing prayer.
Overall the show was a
complete success. Cramton
Auditorium was packed and
even though people were
booi,ng in abundance the
crowd s till had a good time.
"The show was really
good, " s aid Telina Mowers.
"Some of the nets were
excellent, and the crowd
rea lly made it hype; said
Crys tal Davidso n junior
from Tre nton, Ne" J ersey.

Students Disappointed
Hip/Hop Concert Cancelled
By Paris McCoy
Hilltop Staff Writer

Every year in October, the
Homecoming bee starts to
buzz. Homecoming events are
anticipated, talked about and
planned for by Howard
University students and
alumni far in advance.
The most popular question among students is: "Wbo
is going to be at the R&B concert this year?" This year, the
question changed. It sounds
more like, "What! We aren't
having a concert? What happened? Who screwed up?"
Homecoming events usually come with automatic celebration, but his year the
automatic was switched to a
stick and we are stuck without
a concert.
Students feelings about
the concert range from upset,
to disbelief. But the main
consensus of the general student body is WHY?
When the Erykah Badu
concert was announced students wondered if it was the
R&B/Hip Hop concert or if
there was a separate concert,
once
the
Homecoming
Committee announced it was
separate students were left
wondering who would be at
the Hip/Hop concert.
When the concert was
cancelled last Friday, students were s imply left wondering why.
·
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Michael Richardson, a
Computer Science major said,
"I
don't
think
that
Homecoming is going to be
the same because we always
ha,ve a R&B concert, I mean,
people are upset and until
they give us an absolute reason why there is no concert,
students are going to remain
upset."
According to Associate
Director for the office of
Student Activities, Rasheem
Rooke, "The Homecoming
committee tried their very
best to get acts here for the
concert. Unfortunately, no
agreement could be made ·
between the committee and
the promoter Three Point
Entertainment,• he said.
Rooke also said, that several popular artist are on tour
at this time and the dates conflicted with the Homecoming
performance date. Artists
were not willing to perform
within the committees budget
because larger venues were
willing to pay more.
"No names were released
or promoted because the
homecoming committee didn't want to hype certain
artists and t hen they not
come. Overall it was a better
financial move for the committee.• Rooke said.
He commended the committee for handling the situation in a professional manner.
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What's Poppin' for Homecoming Weekend?
The Essential Calendar
Tonight, Oct. 18
1-------------1

D.C. go-go legend has been a
prominent figure on the city's
go•go scene since the late '70s.

Info: 202-467-4600
Price: $27

1140 Connecticut Ave.

ates raw emotion.

Theater Lab
John F. Ken nedy
Center for the Performing Arts
Info: 202-467-4600
Price : $32
nteractive mystery set
in a hair salon/ba rbershop.
Determine who the killer is and
pay close attention to the evidence.

N.W.

Info: 202-296-7008
Vida Dance Club and
Latin Jazz E.xhibit
Price: Cover
Restaurant
The Temptations and
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
This South Philly
1120 20th St. N.W.
Ashford & Simpson
Arts & Industries comedian has been seen on The
Info: 202-293-5430
D.A.R. Constitution Building
Tonight Show and a series of
Price: Cover
Hall
900 Jefferson Dr. S.W. guest appearances on primeStop in for some deli1776 D St. N. W.
Info: 202-357-2700
time sitcoms and late-night cious Mexican food and end the
Grand Groove
Info: 202-628-4780
Price: Free
talk shows.
night upstairs in the lounge or
10 p.m. to 5 a.m.
Price: Cover
Music of the Caribbean 1------------1 grooving to house, salsa, and
Club Five
Known for thei r classic cuts meets American sound, beats
21
hip-hop on the dance floor.
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
1214 B 18th St. N.W
such as "My Girl" and "The fused into a new rhythm, and
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Info: 202-331-9882
Way You Do the Things You jazz was born. The bilingual
20
Price: Cover
Do,• the tempting Temptations exhibit walks you through
July 1942: United \Ve
Groove to hip-hop, reggae, (latest version of the band) are Latin jazz's intricate history. 1-------------+---------- - ---1
and house music all night long. focusing on recreating old hits, 1-------------1
Bust a Rhymes
Stand
but the trademark harmonies Sa.a..~....l-·y Oct 19
7 p.m.
10 a.m. t o 5:30 p.m.
Paradise
and choreography enhance the
.llll."Ua '
•
Dream Nightclub
National Museum 0
9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
excellent string of tunes to
1350 Okie St. N.E.
American History
Platinum
make for a worthwhile show.
Info: www.dream.com _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __,
14th
Street
and
915 F St. N.W.
Ashford & Simpson will also be
Price: $20
Glamorou s Sundays
Constitution Avenue N.W.
Info: 202-393-3555
performing some of their clasPass the Comvosier to
9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Info: 202-357-2700
Price: $10-$15 depend- sic hits.
Busta Bust at Dream on
The VIP Club
Price: Free
ing on arrival time
Saturday night.
932 F St. N.W.
July 1942: United We
Ladies are free before midBliss at MCCXXIII
For Sisters Only
Info: 202-347-7200
Stand marks the 60th annivernight with seductive attire.
10 p.m. to 3 a.m.
W a s h i n g t o 11
Old S kool Hip -Hop and
Price: $15, ladies free sary of a campaign that folWith luck, you could be seen on
MCCXXTII
Convention Center
House Music Party w/ DJ until 11 p.m.
lowed the attack on Pearl
Platinum's Web site as a
1223 Connecticut Ave.
9oo Ninth St. N. W.
Biskit
Glamorous Sundays Harbor and subsequent U.S.
"model."
N.W.
Info: 202-789- 1600
spins hip -hop, R&B, reggae, entry into World War II.
9 p.m.
Price: $10
Silver
Shadows and Latin tunes throughout the
Info: 202-822-1800
This year's expo fea- Nightclub
club's four levels.
The Fright HouseBons ai and Ceramics
Price: $15
ExtremeScream Park
5550 Stcrret Place+-------- - - ---1
MCCXXIII gears up tures musical guests Mary
10 a.m . to 3:30 p. m.
Ebony Fashion Fair
5 p.m.- 11 p. m.
with Bliss, a night (according to Mary, Deborah Cox, Tweet, Columbia, Md.
U.S.
National
Info: 410 •730 •011 1
3 p.m.
D.C. Armory Stadium the club) "designed for your Kelly Rowland, L.L. Cool J, and
Aboretum
Price: $5·$l0
Concert Hall, The
Complex
grooving pleasure." MCCXXIII many other artists. Celebrating
3501 New York Ave.
Go back, back into time Kennedy Center
2001 E. Capitol St. S.E. offers slightly cheaper drink its 10th year, the expo is touted
N.E.
2700 F St. N.W.
Info: 202-547-9077
specials: Domestic bottles are as a unique opportunity for with an old-school party like
Info: 202-245-2726
black women to explore avail• never before.
Info: 202-467-4600
Price: $24.50
Price: Free
$3 and rail drinks are $4.
Price: $35-$60
Each session is one hour 1--- - -----------l able business opportunities in 1-------------1
This is a class, as well
and guests are admitted at the
as an exhibit, that teaches the
1-tl-le_D_.c_.a_re_a_. - -- - - I
start of each hour. Visitors are
21
art of bonsai and how to work
Making the Grade : Arts 1-------------1
to find their way out of a maze 1---- - - - - - - --1
with ceramics.
designed to resemble a frigid
Live African Mus ic
of Initiation
Uncle Tom's Ca bin:
morgue.
National Museum of Amer i can Century Theater
CeCe Winans
and
9 p.m.
African Art
d
1-------------1
Bukom Ca,~
11,
RiehardSm
2 :3o p.m. an 8 p.m.
Man of La M ancha
2442 18th St. N.W.
950
Independence
American
Century
7p.m.
r
Ave S \"
h
2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
21+
I mo: 202-265-46 oo
· · ·• ·
T eatrc
Warner Theatre
r 202
National Theatre
Imo:
Price: Cover
·357· 13°0
Gunston Arts Center13th Street (Between E
·ce F
1321
Pennsylvania
p
Listen to authentic
n : rec
Theater 1\vo
and F streets N.W.)
African music while dining on
Coming-of-age rites in
2700 S. Lang St. Ave. N.W.
Info: 202-783-4000
·,,
a
s
all
·
I
d
·
ht
Info: 202-347-0365
Anle
Chuck Brown
delicious, affordable cuisine.
n~ u u Y me u ca mg
Arlington, Va.
Price: $51.50
d
Price: $47.50-$77.50
11 p.l:l.
1----- - - - -------l bar, aICohoI consump ti·.nonAfr'
an a
Info: 703-553-8782
Bear witness to the
Don Quixote rides again . •
1~--a •
Classics
Louis
Arms trong hangover· Ho\yever• 1
Price: $17-$24
presence of a higher Spirit
·
t
d
f
b
'Id'
t
I
"Man
of la Mancha" is a musims ca o m mg a o Crance
Harriet
Beecher
4591 Allentown Rd. Legacy:
when these two Gospel greats
·
Camp Springs, Md.
Dec Dee Bridgewater at to a lcohOI• African
n·1es b lll'Id Stowe's novel depicting the cal that echoes the complex perform on the same stage.
character.
Info: 301-420-5353
7:30 p.m. an d 9:30 p.m.
ug1y truths o f slal'ery became a struct.1re.
Terrace Theatre, The 1-------------1 play in 1852. Not a play that i--S-h_e_ar
_ ~_l_a_dn_c_s_s_ _ _-1
Price: Cover
Every Friday night Chuck Kennedy Center
Dom Irr era
treads lightly, this production
3 :3o p.m. and 7 p.m.
2700 F St. N.W.
lmprov comedy club
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" generBrown plays a live show. This

For the 18+
crowd:

For the +
Crowd
Sunday', Oct.

For the Alumni

For the 18 +
Crowd

1------------1

For the 18+
Crowd:

1----- - - - - ----1

For the Alumni 1--- -- - - - -----1
For the +
Crowd

For the Alumni

For the
crowd:

t------------1

Touch-up & S

Roller

Wrap
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.")'he Campaign for Howard: Leadership for America and the Global Commun, .. _,
I
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President H. Patrick S,vygerr,
and the Board of'lrustees of Ho,vard University,
Howard University Hospital,
'fhe 2002 Hon1ccoming Steering Co1nn1ittcc

-,

•
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Conjunctio11 lf1ith

The District of Colu1nbia Fire and Elv1S Deparrn1ent,
Office of the Fire Chief and
1"he D.C. Commission on the Arts and Hun1anitics
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HaMECOM1NG PARADE

~
~
~
~,
-, ::::) 0:: 1-

The Restoration ofTradition - The Beginning ofTradition g§ ~ ~ ~

Saturday, October 19, 200~
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

0 § c..:> ::c
:E ;> <( (/)
o::0-1~
c:( :r; m >

l'hc Parade ,viii begin on che campus of Ho,vard Uni\'ersiry and proceed South on
Georgia Avenue past the Presidential Revic,ving Stand (Johnson Adn1inistration Building
Parking Lot) through the historic Sha\v Co1nmunity \\'here Junior J·Iigh Schools,
Senior High Schools an<l Local and Con1n1unity Bands ,vill co1npcrc for cash prizes in the

•
I •

•

(~OM~lOlN 'fJ 1 , MA~¥ STUDEN11S, s·1~'\FF, AI I IJv1NI ANl) FRIENDS
Ci;J tEBRATINli Ht>\XrARIJ 'N rvf.R)l 1Y.. li )tvfE('( ~,I\! .
()It

A lD I'IONA IN[ C)R~lATlO;'I!, PLI:ASE CONTAC t' HE ll0lv1El \.)111!\G ~ IILRINCi CQlv!~1I I TEE AT 202.806.451
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